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INTROD1!CTION 
"The vah1e of "0hysical education as 1m intesral ;:wrt of total 
education and as a potential builder of worth-·vhile q1:ali ticoc:: f'or 
11 
livins has been senerally acceoted." 
"If broar_~ enouuh :oror;rarr,s ·;rith sufficient ti:JJe .:-_n(J 
attention ~re provided for school children from the 
primary t:radcs throughout the eJesentar:r, junio:r>~ c.ncl 
senior hich school, the ~Jroblem or' teachine: f"lmda-
mentaL;; ::-.nd :lr=veloping skiEs is reatly sir;;~Efied 
at the college level. In actu&l practice, however, 
the recommendations for physical education in the 
pubJic schools Vihereby pupils rd_zht ::;raduate from 
hieh school with a thorou:::;h ~rmmdin;_:; in the fl.·nda-
mental skills of' activities are not even closely 
a~prcximated in a majority of the schools throu:hout 
the~ co-untr~--. 3ecause large nurccbers of stuc~ents c,re 
not or~in~rily developed to tho proper level in 
physiceJ_ cdnce;.tion activitic:::::·, the colle7e~:; UL,_st 'e's~mr~<e 
responsi bili t:/ for heteroceneous :_.ro·P.r}:::~ c~~ stnc~c~nts i!"1 
~hysic~l sducation. Large rr-~~crs or col}e~' ~t~dents 
cannct meas1.:r"::· tJ.:.' tc the e~.crre:n.t...:-~.r:;.:- ~1chool le'TE:":l in 
the perforrr:.:.:Lnce of many l)l1J'Si c.:ll ::.ctj_ viti r2 2,. ~-~1h5_ :_-:' h0..::: 
br~_en especia11~r trTJ.e awon,(~: tl~e 'or: .. _:-r. st1)clents. rr 2} 
importance of physical education in the c0lle:n ~ro~rcrn; anJ second, 
the l~~ck oi' physical cdue2!_t2_on back;;::round, knowlecr"e s.n(~ skills of 
mc.ny col1e;::;c: students, :~ml because freq"tJent cri tics.J 
improveme_ nt should ta~m pl;__:,_ce in al1 our educational r)rocrams' the 
author woulr3 like to prcsent a proposed ·0ro[;ram in required physiC'''l 
1/ Y.Iiller, Donna 
Team S]/rts for Women. 
2 Irwin, Leslie 
EdugJ:l:.t_ion. St. l-ouis: 
L1ae, and Katherine L. Ley, Individua~ and 
New York: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1955 -.--.. ?. W., The Curri~l.llurr.. in He a],_ th and Ph;y:sJ.c.al 
The C.V. Mosby Company, 1954 p. 178. 
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education for women at Gordon College which will acquaint the students 
with the various physical activities. :Many of these activities the il 
1: 
I 
students can learn and participate in while they are in college, other I 
I: 
activities they can enjoy in their leisure time after college is finished!, 
and on throughout their lives. This program is to be designed to meet II 
the needs of the present situa.tionJ and also to include possibilities I! 
for future improvement and growth in the physical education program. il 
A sound program of physical education is one means of contributins toward~ 
I' 
the development of a well balanced life. i! 
]I 
i· 
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" CHAPI'ER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem: This is a proposed program in required 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
,f 
1: 
11 
physical education for women at Gordon College. It is to be recommended 1: 
for use on the new college campus as an endeavor to neet the needs of 
the students. By using the new facilities, it vtill be possible to have 
a more adequate, balanced and varied proeram in physical education. 
Purpose of the Problem: To analyze the present physical education 
program for women at Gordon College, and to recommend a more extensive 
program which will be appropriate in the present situation and include 
possiblities for future expansion. 
Justification: Frequent critical appraisal and improvement should 
tcl{e place in all our educational programs. There is a need for study 
and growth in the area of physical education, and the need for a well 
I 
II 
I II 
II 
1: 
i' 
I 
balanced program of activities is based on the fact that some women L 
students have been exposed to well-planned Junior and Senior High School 1: 
,: 
programs, some students have participated in a few physical education 
aetivities and many other women college students may never have heard 
of the term "physical education"• 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATUF.E 
In a review of the available literature concerning the physical 
education programs conducted at the college level, we find that the 
activities in the college curriculum are selected largely on the basis 
of facilities, interests, needs, time available, and personnel to 
1: 
I I' 
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conduct the activities. Research has been limited concerning the 
required physical education program at the college level. Very few 
women's colleges have a physical education syllabus. Each program is 
an individual matte~ and usually the college plans its own required 
program around its own philosophy. The required program is usually 
listed in the catalogue. According to the catalogues reviewed the 
requirements may run from a four year activity requirement to no 
required physical education activities. 
Listed below are the graduation requirements, in physical 
education for women, from catalogues of five colleges located in 
different areas in the United States. These statements show the 
li 
II 
li i! 
·I li ,, 
·' 
li 
II 
I! 
i! 
li li 
I 
' I 
' 
diversity of physical education program requirements in colleges. 1: 
1. Four years physical education program required for graduation. )! 
(1956-1957 College Catalogue) I! 
Pembroke College in Brown University, Providence 6, Rhode 11 
Island. !1 
2. Five credits required in physical education for women towards 
graduation. (1956-1958 College Catalogue) 
UniversitJ!; of L:innesota, Minneapolis, Uinnesota. 
3. Four semester hours of credit in Health and Physical Education 
are required for graduation. (1956-1957) College Catalogue) 
Texas State College for Women, Denton, Texas. 
4. Two years required physical education and health programs 
for graduation. (1956-1957 College Catalogue) 
Boston State Teachers College, Boston, T.Tassachusetts. 
5. One year required physical education program with no credit 
allmved toward graduation. (1957 College Catalogue) 
Simmons College, Boston, Massachusetts. 
The activities taught within each of these above programs are 
varied, S9!Jle colleges have elective prograr;;s ;;md others have required 
i! 
4 
5 
activity programs. These programs may be based upon units or they may 
include eiection of a team sport, an individual sport ru1d a recreational 
sport. 
The time length for these ~ctivities is also varied and depends 
upon the individual college curriculum. Some colleges have three hours 
a vreek and others have e. two hour activity program. Again, each 
college builds its ovm physical education curriculum around its own 
philosophy, and this incl.udes the time involved in the teaching of 
physical education activities each week, the type of activities to be 
taught, and the credits granted towards graduation. 
Because there are a large number of students entering college 
not thoroughly grounded in the fundamentals and skills of physical 
activities, it necessarily follows that the college program will need 
to stress this phase of physical education, and the college program 
should also place material emphasis on, and provide for, recreation 
11 
and leisure time activities. 
The above research has shown the. variety and diversity in 
college physical education programs, hence the following list of 
activities is given only as a suggested outline for college women. 
6ther activities may 1:::e added to the list according to the need and 
opportunities for participation, as determined by both students and 
instructors. 
11 Irwin, ..2£• cit., p.l78. 
ACTIVITIES IN THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CUP~ICULIDR 
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN 1/ 
TEAI.i SPORTS 
Basketball 
Field Hockey 
Softball 
Volleyball 
Soccer 
Speedball 
:F'ieldball 
Six-Player Field Hockey 
Track and Field 
INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL 
ACTIVITIES 
Diving 
Lifesaving 
Tumbling 
Hatural Gymnastics 
Individual Gymnastics 
RHYTHMICAL ACTIVITIES 
Folk Dancing 
Character Dancing 
Clog and Tap Dancing 
Modern Dancing 
RECREATIONAL S'POHTS 
Tennis 
Golf 
Archery 
Deck Tennis 
Bowling 
Horseback Ridine 
Skating 
Hiking 
Ping-pong 
Camping Activities 
Swimming 
Badminton 
Continued research and evaluation is necessary if there is to 
be change and growth in an educational system. As the result of 
research, this proposed program in physical educs.tion is aiming 
towards an expanded physical education program which will not confine 
itself exclusively to the physical, but it '"ill endeavor to blend all 
the aspects of education, the physical, mental, emotional, and the 
spiritual. This program will endeavor to present the student with an 
adequate and integrated education. 
1/ Irwin, .QQ• cit., p.l81. 
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CHAPTER II 
GEHEP..AL INFOR1J'JATIGN ON' GORDON COLLEGE 
Descriptive Sketch 
The history of Gordon dates from 1889 when a small group of 
Christian men organized the Boston Bible and Missionary Training 
School. Among the founders was one whose name through the years has 
carried with it associations of inspiring evangelical leadership and 
true Christian piety, A. J. Gordon. This new school took his name 
that it mie;ht be a lasting monument to his memory. After several changes,! 
in location and the passing of twenty-five years, Gordon moved to Evans 
\'lay, where it became established in the park area of Boston known as 
The Fenway. 
This co-ed Christian College is now located at Princemere a 
beautiful thousand acre campus of lakes and open fields. The campus 
lies within the towns of Beverly, Wenham, Hamilton, Manchester and 
Essex on Boston's north shore. The college moved from its cramped 
city quarters on the Fenway in Boston, to the spacious campus at 
Beverly Farms in September, 1955. The physical education program 
was very limited while the college was located in the city because of 
such crowded facilities. Since the relocation program in 195~ there 
has been a continual appraisal and an endeavor to improve the physical 
education progrrua as well as the entire educational curriculum. 
The campus buildings are grouped around a spacious quadrangle on 
the central campus in Wenham. The facilities now in use by the college 
include: Prince Memorial Chapel, 'Jinn Library (temporarily containing 
. - ---···- --· ------ --~-:-.-·--;:r:--_:_·:~-
the cle.s:::.roor.!s), Frost ~Iall (the Divinit~r School EuilLiinJ, . .'ood ~Iall 
iiall (rllen 1 s tei'roor::J.rY :~o:::.·witory), Science La1:m:atory, ·:usic EuilcJ.ing, 
- ,, '· 11 
Student Union, and two Athletic Fields. 
The lJOSsibilities for expansion c.t Princeme:;,.·e &l'e 1..mlir11ited, anC 
D.s the c:.:.l'l~J"l.'.S Jo·.:s, so must the physical er3.ucc:.tion pro.~r2.; 1 l ::::.·ori. 
Physicc.l Zd'.1cc:~ion Facilitieq_: 
A. Outdoor 
'I here are trro ati1letic fielc,s ac!.j :.;:.cent to t~'lc Elc.in c.~1mpus 
<7hich provi('.e f . :..cilities :C'or a Vc.:de6. procran in physical 
education cle.s ~~es, intramuru.ls, :~.n6. inters chols.sti cs. ;j.t 
present t11 ese two athletic fields c.nd other canpus facili-
ties ~c.re used for: ..... 
1. Basebr.dl field 2.m' So:~tb::·.ll ::'ield. 
2. One field is used f'o:;,.· S:;J8G6b:,l:t, socc-:~r, .=·ieJd 
hockey and footb9.ll : .. r.C:. is 1x,rtiall3r m2.rked 
into courts. 
3. Outdoor volleyball c.no bc.dminton courts. 
4. Two double tennis courts ( sqx-..rc·.te from 
athletic fields. 
B. Indoor 
5. Lakes close by the central C:IE19us for skating, 
boating, svdmmin:; and ~·ishing. 
6. Otl1er areas Yr.hicl1 ca11 ~IJe used :lo:~ 01~tdoor sports 
as the need ar_ri fin:.,_r.c:i_o.l sk·.t·u.s ,.:JJ.ons. 
The St1..1.dent 'Cnion, converted fror'l c.:.n 5.ndoor ricJ.inc:; stable 
anO. l'enovateD into a stuO.ent c:.cti vit~·· center, houses thEJ 
post office, recrec.tion i.Tea, snu.c~: s~10~)' tuo iJtorc.s, und 
.s~tl1letic offj_ce. Tb.e lar::;e recre,:-~-G:ton-[~Llditori·L,_E1 ~:.rert is 
1J.sed fo:c indoo::: .. ,9l1ysical ec~1.1cc· .. tion cl~1.s:~es a11(l intral-:11.1_-L ... &l 
cc-~~1e s. 
l. The recreation-al'.ditorium arec. hc·.s a ho.rc1top 
fl_oor ,i{itll cot1rt mc.r~~il1~)3 to1 ... bc~sl:etb::~ll, bad-
minton, volleyb:,~ll e.;~,( shuffleboard. 
2. .A. sr:w.J.l ::::tora;::~e room for athletic equi:?Tilent 
o.dj oins the area. 
]} Gordon Colle:.::;e Catalo.~, 1957-58 Session, pp. 13-23. 
8 
Physical Education 3ouipment: 
A. Outdoor 
li I !I 
1: II 
'I 
1. 
2. 
!r 
Backstop for men's baseball field. i! 
Eakeshift upri~hts for coals for speedball, 11 
soccer, field hockey, e.nd football. (In the fall !l 
I 
B. Indoor 
of 1957 there will be pertliulent end souls for ,1 
) 
1
1[ these sports. I',. 
Standards for net gs.mes of vollev .. ball and bad-
minton, ~ r: 
Standards for two ten;lis courts. 
5. Two rowboats. 
1. Easketball goals, one c-_t eithe::.' end of the 
recreation area. 
2. lJet standards for volley ball c~n6 ba::L;-;inton. 
3. Ping pong table. 
Physical Education Supplies: 
A. Bad:ninton: rc.ckets (12), shuttlecocks (10), nets (2). 
B. Basketball: balls (8). 
c. Baseball.;;.3oftball: balls (6-4), bats (6-2), bases (6). 
D. Field hockey: sticks (11). 
E. Ping pong: rackets (6), balls (12), nets (1). 
F. Shuffleboard: cues (4), disks ([~). 
G. Soccer-Speedball: (use volleyballs). 
H. Tennis: nets (2). 
I. Volleyball: bans (4), nets ( 2). 
Administration and Staff at Gordon Colle~e: 
'l'here ore t'·Jentv-do·ht men and1 ';;ouen listed in the 1S'57-1958 
Gordon .Coll~;e 'catalog. 1./ 
Faculty of Instruction at Gordon College: 
li. There e.re t::enty-nine men ::tnd women listed as the faculty 
of instruction for the aca.demic yee:.r of 1957-1958. Y 
B. The Physical 3ducation Personnel: 
1. The director of :physic&.l educ<:.tion teaches the 
1/ Gordon College Catalog, .Q.I!.• cit., p. 7. 
:?} Ibid. pp. 10-12. 
9 
" men's physical education classes, coaches the 
men 1 s basketball ::md baseball te::.ms ::_;~·yl i:3 the 
advisor for the men's intra::mra1 prograr.1. 
2. The instructor in wo,;1en 1 s ph;ytsical education 
will teach women's physical education classes, 
coach women's basketball and softball inter-
scholastic teams ~·nd act as advisor for th,,_. 
cheerleaders and the intrc;.mm~al ~Jror,rar:1. 
Student Body at Gordon Gollege: 
There ~re 314 stur:.ents from 18 states .s.nc'l 5 forci·-·n countries. 
E>f these 311~ stuc,cnts therr:· are ;: 6 freshmen ( clas~ of 1~'56-lS'57) 
who ·.:ere reouired to take a one vear nh:"sic&l educc.tion class 
... ,. f.. , "'"j l)rograw for}!' credit ~)er semester. lt 
The Curriculum at Gordon College: 
The curriculum at Gordon aims to provJ.ne the student with a milll 
balanced, adequate and integrated background thc..t will o.id in 
preparing the student for further stuG.y or for the position she 
seeks. 
Courses of Stud:v -- The curriculum of the College is organized 
under the following divisions: 
Honors Semiqars* Social Sciences Schn1~e..s~ 
Math.en.;:.t_j,_qji !I 
/I 
Tt 
* 
I 
Christian Education 
Education/ 
History 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Survey courses only 
Bible 
English 
Fine arts 
Foreign 
Languages 
Philosophy 
Chemistry 
GeolO(J'.f 
Titathematics 
Phys:tcs 
These courses are specifically designed ·~o r3.cvelo'? the prespective 
of students ;vho have been admitted to the honors progra121. Jj 
The physical eriucation pro;_;ram is an intee:ral part of the education 
curriculum and is listed in the catalog 1.mc.c:>:> the Depu.rtr:1ent of 
1 
Edu:::ation. The propesed program in physical education wiJl be II 
considered
0 
and pla~n~d- ~n relat~?n ~o t~~ wh~l~~~du?a~~ona~. curric·t.J.lu,i 
at Gordon vollege c.~nu. t11e contrJ.oUtlon _ t. ca.c1 ,,o.,.e to"u.rJ tne 
11 
students 1 growth. li 
p. so. 
p. 37. 
. . . --- -- . -
. ---- -· -- -- ----·- --- ---
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Ph;;rsical Educ::.:.tion ~~t Gordon Colle~:c 
1957 
its areas of educc.tion. The present pro::;ra::1 n:C' ph~rsicoJ ec~ucation for 
women is so planneCi c.s i~.o t.e~~ch the stuc'ient 
her to learn the e.:rt of plc.y c:.n6 relaxation by bringin · hEcr to an 
awareness of the necessity for keeping ph;;rsicc~lly :'it, and intro-
ducing her to the basic philosophy that i:lan1 s chief en< is to .:_~lodf~r 
]j 
God and enjoy Him forever. 
Physical Education 101, 10~. Gym Classes. l'he students :.1.:re ;·:iven 
the !lis tory, JC.]:>eOl'~'' !in(: simplifier.:_ r11.J.e~ o-!._' each spo ot before 
engagin:z in the basic skills of the ,:ar:1e. '.L'hc co1J:cse is recJuird3. 
of freshmen but elective fo:· others. ~las:3E' s ;;:ect t.·,:o !1:.Jur;3 8ach 
l 2 ' , Yree c. ·~ ::>8:~:cs-cc.,rs, 8. hour credit. 
Elective Courses in Physical Education at Gordon Collef::;e: 
?hysice.1 .c<ci.c::t·:~ion 200. Physical I.:ducation in ths :t;Ie;·~nta::.·v 
School. '.:.'he r,Kthor's <:.n' materials for teachinr; physic(;;.l educution 
in :.;r~c'les 011c :~hrou:)l ei:)1t 2.re consi<.l.cr::;·l. :·~.teri::J_ 6ea~_in:: 
vli th child r:'svelopDent D.nd the ore;anize.tion o:~_' :)h/sicoJ_ ec1uc~ttion 
o.cti vi ties includin.=; supervisory oxrlcrience vill ·:~e ~;rovided. 
1 se::1ester, 2 hours. 
Physical Educ&t'l on 2!01. Introductiol:l to Physical :t:;c)_ucation. A 
brieE sumcw.ry of the philosophy, principJ.es, :.Gd me tho cis of 
physical education is undertaken. 1 semester, 2 hours. 
Physical Education 202. Planning ?,ecreation c..nd ;·aciHti~. 
This course deals '.'lith the recreational pro:;ram for clifferent 
age groups in all types of recreations.l agencies. l se::~ester, 
2 hours. 2/ 
i} Ibid. p. 47. 
~ Idem. 
11 
,i 
,I 
I 
c ~:·.~~-=·"~"~''·"::~·c:-!1.:~·.::··. ::.:·:·:.:.··cc::.::: 
" The ;Jrogram offer2cl, to date, has been lir:citeO. beco:use of laclc 
of finances, f.:: ... cilit5.es, c.nd size of staff, but the pro~1oseC. ;-Jrogram 
is a reorganization of the present progra1;1 in an endeavor to meet 
the needs of the students. 
Intramural Program: 
The intramural progrcJ~ is directed by the Athh:tic ii.ssociation 
of the Stud.ent :sody and includes volleybe.ll, bo.sketball, ping 
pong, and softball. 
Interscholastic Proura~11: 
The present interscholastic proe;ram for VlOi:len consists of a 
varsity basketball tear', of fifteen women vtho play bt::tVJeon ten 
and fifteen ~;a.r.1es a year and an inactive softbo.ll tean1, 
Recreational Pro~ram: 
The recreational activities at Gordon Colleze 2.re in the form 
of student directed clv~bs., and at present this ph::.:.se of physical 
education at Gordon College is liJ11i ted. to e. rifle club. 
12 
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CHAPTER III 
PHILOSOPHY .Al-:D OBJECTIVES OF THE PB.OPOSED 
PHYSICAL EDUC.ATIOlT PHClG:-i.A.I'!i 
Each year many college students, who participate in physical 
education programs, fail to have any concept of the objectives of 
physical education, or of the values that they can derive from 
continued participation in Dhysical and recreational activities, both 
in college and on throughout their lives. Some of these college 
students are participating in physical activities only because it it 
required for eraduation, v;hile others take p;:;'.rt becaEse of a real 
interest and love of s:9orts. As physical educators, we have the 
responsibility of acquainting these college students with the purpose 
(philosophy) of the college physical educat:i_on programs. With a 
il 
ii 
II 
I. 
•' ,, 
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II 
clearer view of the im""'1Jortance and need for nh:vsical activities, no~ onl"lii ~ 0 "1: 
,I 
in college but as leisure time activities in later life, these students li 
I ~ 
can participate in some t:rpes of sports and en,joy other recreational 
activities from the side lines. 
To reach the goal of physical ecluc,,_tion it is necessary that 
physical educators have a philosophy that ecbodies a broad concept of 
physical education - - - one that recognizes its social, emotional, y 
intellectual, C'.nd spiritual values as well as the physical values. 
11 Historicall?, practice in schools has ranged 
from one extreme to the other. '1'he ancient Greeks 
regarded physical education as foremost in im-
portance; to Americans of half a century a.c,:o 
Jj Forsythe, Charles E., and Ray C. Duncan, .Administration of 
Physical Education. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,l95l. :p. v. 
I' 
i· 
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physical education was a frill -- a nuisance 
to the p:::-o?ram n:aker, a great burden to the 
taxpayer. , In the 19501 s no one r:ould acce9t 
either extreme, and yet- we do stand nearer to 
the ancient Greek than our immediate fore-
runners in the United States --- ;,11 the 
valid philoso,-;]-,ies, a11 the r.l:Lseiplines u1d sciences, 
now regard a human beinc; as a unit. -_-,-e cannot 
cultivate an isolated aspect of the human being, 
called ;;1ind, ,-,i thout affecting c.nother aspect of the 
human beins cdled body. In our first attempts at 
educating our children, a:b home or in school, we 
always assume the 1 oneness 1 of cdnd and body11 ]j 
Objectives of the Proposed Physical Education Program: 
A. General Objectives 
1. To teach recreational skills, skills which 
may be used for a lifetime, with a concomitant 
to develop and maintain positive organic and 
mental health. 
2. To teach ethical conduct with a concomitant 
value - to develop desirable citizenship. 1/ 
There has been a change in the philosophy of physical 
education, from education of the physical to education 
through the physical, a change froo physical education 
as a medicine to physical education as an art. Physical 
education has been defined by Dr. John Harmon as 11 the 
11 
science and art of play11 • 
'.a th a new understanding of the nature of the human 
organisn, in its relation to education, in which the 
individual is the outstandin(: fact, physical educ2.tion 
has h::co;ae concerned with emotional res:oonses, ~Jersonal 
jJ l'Jew England School Development Council, Physical Education 
and .Athletics. Cambridge: Spaulding House, 1956. p. 1. 
2J Harmon, John 1.:. Psychology of Skill. Unpublished Hates, 
" ~~!J~E3~}JI'L_!2~~: - - - ---- · -- -- -- - - -
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relationships, mental le&.rnings, and other intellectual, 
ll 
social, e~otional and spiritual outcomes. 
B. Specific Objectives 
1. Oreanic Development -- the abEity of the 
hunan organism to function on the highest 
possible optical level for the better enjoy-
ment of movementJand to lay a basis for full 
and efficient livin[.. 
2. i: Neuro-Muscular Development -- the acquiring of 1· 
I! skills vihich make possible more ef):-icient action , I, 
of the body .:~nc' increases the ability of the 1: II 
individual to think. li 
Interpretive Development - the ability oi' the 
individual to think more clearly in terms of 
time and space with the zrowth of gro,Jp 
activities, to think of humc:.n relationship. 
Emotional Development -- physical education can 
act as a suioe for the emotional drives, and 
interests of youth an6. adults into approved 
channels. 1/ 
Evaluation of the Proposed Physical Education Program: 
Evaluation is ono of the most important aspects of the philosophy 
of our program. It is the process of ascertaining the program's value. 
If we are to accomplish our purpose, evaluation must take place in all 
areas of our physical education program -- in physical fitness, in 
motor skills ability, in the area of acquired knowledge, and in its 
social contribution. 
Each unit in this proposed program will have its own evaluation 
phase included within the unit. 
J} Vlilliams, Jesse Feiring, The Princioles of Physical Education. 
Philadelphia: :'J.B. Saunders Cor:J.pany, 1954. p. 2. 
· Y Nash, J.B., Francis J Moench, and Jeannette B. Sourborn, 
Physical Education: Organization and Administration. New York: A.S. 
Barnes and Company, 1951. pp. 44-45. 
II 
" I 
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A. Principles of Evaluation 
1. Each unit will have a clearly stated aim, 
compatible with existing educational philoso-
phies. 
2. Each unit will have e. set of objectives repre-
senting concrete goals in the light of the aim 
of the unit. 
3. Each unit is to be evaluated to see if these 
objectives are achieved. ]J 
B. Methods of Evaluation 
1. 
2. 
Physical fitness testing- The Women's Army 
Fitness Test or Women's Naval Reserve Fitness 
Test is to be administered at the begirilling 
and end of the years program. 
Motor skills testing -- Skill tests for each 
unit are to be administered at tbe end of 
each unit. 
I 
,I 
,, 
'I I, 
ti 
1: 
II 
ji 
3. i Knowledge testing -- Knowled:;e tests including j
1 questions from each unit are to be administered ' II 
at tho five week, ten weeli and final examination I. li period. i' 
11 
Social testing -- This is to be a subjective 
appraisal of social develo-qment and adjustment. 
Summary: 
The physical education program must ~_,e bac;ed v_yon '-- sound 
philosophy of education. The activitieE: of the care-
fully planned armmd this philosophy. 
The basic philosophy of this proposed ::_Jroc;r<.:~m in physical 
education for women at Gordon Collet:,""edll incJxde ooth objectives ,::;.nd 
evaluation. 'l'he objectives are: --
1: 
I' 
11 
I' 
r: 
1: 
I 
i 
I !i 
1J' Bovard, John F., Frecerick r:. Cozens, and E. Patricic. Hagman, ~~ 
Tests & Measuremsnts in Physical Education. Philadelphia: W.3. Saunders1! 
Company, 1949. P• 5. li 
,: 
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A. Physical objective including: 
1. Physical fitness. 
2.- Proper growth and development. 
3. Development of skills. 
B. Social-Emotional objective. y 
c. Intellectual Objective. 
Evaluation includes: - A continuous evaluation of the physical education!' 
I II 
program to determine whether or not these objectives are being met. !1 
1, 
The philosophy of this program is to be the integration of the 
physical education proGram in the educational cuxriculumJand to contri-
' i ,, ,, 
II 
t! 
'I it 
1: 
bute to the development of the individual physically, mentally, emotion- i! 
II 
1
1
1, 
ally, socially &nd spiritu~~ly. This is to aid the student in becomi<lilg 
an integrated, well balanced personality, and then she will be able to 
assume the responsibilities which society places upon her. As an 
i! 
,, 
ii 
integrated and integral part of the educational process, physical 
educ<..1tion must contribute to, and enrich the lives of the college 
students. 
1/ Miller, Arthur G. Physical Education in the .Secondary School. 
Unpublished Hates, May, 1957. 
CHAPfER IV 
Plll'JS FOR PROPOSED PHYSICAL EDUC.t~TIOJ'J PROGR&l.i 
All freshem vmmen are required to completc a one year physical 
education course (P.E. 101,162; see page 11). This course consists of 
two semesters with -~- credit given for each semester toward ::raduation. 
Two Year H.eguired Physical Education Program: 
The proposed }Jror;ram is ';;orkin;-; towu.rc!_ a two year required 
program in physical ec:Jcatj_on for vwmen at Gordon Coller:;e. The first 
year is to be a J.)rescribed program anc'. second year an elective 
program. 
In the first year prescribed progra~i1, the stuC!ent is introduced 
to team sports, individual s:)orts and body mechanics courses. This 
program is to be :nade up of units, and there v:ill be basic instruction ii 
It 
~:i ven in each unit. The be.sic instruction wiD_ inc·' ur3_e history, theory, ~~ 
,! 
and simplifiec rules of each sport as ciell a:3 the basic skills of eu.ch i' ji 
'· 
game. 
Fv:t.1.1..re plans for the first year prescribed ph;.·sical Gclucation 
program, ·when addi ti:mal physical educc~tion instructors are avail-
able to aid in teaching, will include four separate phases. This 
progr::cm can more adequately meet the varied needs, un6 the student 
abilities which r<:m:c;e from the highly skillec~ woman stud.ent to the 
physically handicapped individual. 
These four ?hases require varying amounts of activity, ::..l'ld the 
students v:ill be placed in t:1e program which vrill best meet their needs. 
18 
Placement r;ill be made accordin~· to the re:::mJ.ts cf -1)18 ~Jhysicc..l 
fitness ;:mi s~Jort skill tests given at t;l8 be":j_nnin2: of tile c.ca.de;·ic 
year. '.i.'he four phe.ses are: 
A. Elective _§Qq_£_ts Prouram -- 'l'his pro::;ran is ?or 
who can participate in strenous activities, no 
liwi tations, and c:_:_cn pass the ~;hysics_]_ :fitnesE> 
at the beginning of the semester. 
the stl:dent 
' . , !'JllYSlCaJ 
test s;iven 
B. Physica,J. l''i tness Program - This program 1lilJ. be 'cased upon 
the results of the physical fitness tests. Either --
1. The ;1omen1 s army Fitness 'fest 
a. Ch . . ' lnnlnE_; \or stradd~e \ pusl1-1.J.ps) • 
b. Floor 6ips. 
c. Full squats. 
d. Sit-ups. 
2. 'l'he l'i'omen' s Naval Reserve '?itness Test 
a. Knee dips or full dips. 
b. Sit-ups. 
c. Wing lifts. 
d. Squat thrusts. 
C. AdaDted .QK Modified Program -- This program is for those 
'tlho cannot participate in vigorous activity but ·,7ho are 
not entirely restricted from physicc~l activity. 
D. Sports impreciation Program -- A proeram for the stL-K1en·t.s 
vrho are completely restricted from the physical education 
activities program. (Based on findings £'rom medicc;.l 
examination). 1/ 
if Se2.ton, Don Cash, Irene .A. Cla~rton, ::award C. Lei bee, :.:.~nd 
Lloyd Iiiessersmi th, Physical ::.ducation Handbook. Zn;levvood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1954., p. 2. 
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'l'he second ye:::..r elective program is to ~~i ve the st··-'dent o. chance 
to elect the sport which interests her anrl :present E: concentre:0e 'uasic 
trainin2; in the selected sport. "!ithin this elective prozrai~ tho 
student •:;ill be required to choose a variety of activities -- for 
exar,lple: she mo.3r choose a team sport in -(,he fall, an incli vid1.1 . .:.-,.1 sr)ort 
1:. 
II 
II in the -;r2.nter, :md either an individual, team or recreation2.l sport 
in the s~-:1rinc. li This plan •:1ill provide a balance vri thin the individual' s ,. li 
ii 
pror:;ram of activities. 
Doth the prescribed s..nd elective pro;~re .. ::lS Hill endeavor to ;;;_eet 
the needs of the hi2;hly skilled individual, <..s well ~iS th8 be:;inner 
in physical edr'.cation. l~ proc;ram in strate2;y, of:C'ici<..=o.tin;;, ;;corin~, 
In this two year r~~quired physicc:.1 ec~ucc;,tion })rosram the student 
·,•d.ll receive -~ credit per semester (2 cndit.f; for the trro ye:.rs) towc.rd 
---- - -- ·-----
.-------- ----------
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WINTER UITI'l'S 
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# III 
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IV 
* 
v 
I VI 
@ I VII 
@ I VIII 
FOR ::;mrsiT il.T GORDO:T COLLEGE 
CLASS 
Class Orientation c.nd Or[;c.nization 
1. Uniforms 
2. Personal Hygiene 
J. Attendance, Absences, and Grading 
4. Formations 
5. Inclement weather (pertaining to outdoor 
program) 
Sportsmanship and Spectator 
SDeedball 
Soccer 
Field Hockey 
Swimming 
Diving 
Bowling 
Horseback Riding 
Basketball 
Volleyball (see appendix II) 
Badminton (see appendix I) 
Body r1Techanics 
Skating 
}'encing 
Skiing 
Ethics (on rainy days) 
Key 
a 
rr 
* I 
to Teaching Plan 
Immediate 
Delayed (near future) 
Long Range 
use of Community 
Bowling ~~ _c.~,_~'""-"'""~ """~ ~~f=-"a~-c1~~.t~.:::i;::.e::!.s~~~=-
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WINT_ER UNITS (continued) 
I 
I 
IX 
I XI 
First 1dd and Safety 
Coaching Team Sports 
Officiating 
SPHIITG UIJITS 
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I Softball 
II Tennis 
III Fieldball 
IV Track f.;:, Fi0ld 
v Swimr.1in5 
VI 
VII Archery 
VIII Golf 
IX 
X ~1orsebadc ;tiding 
XI Outdoor Education 
HlT li.A2iURii.LS 
EXTRA-CLASS 
Tennis Basket. baH 
Volleyball II Badainton 
Bowlin::; ,, Volle~rball ;r 
Svrimning .:1 Pin~ uoncr tt 
.L -~ 
if SkatL1.g 
I n1 • • .::>.a~ng 
SPJ.IJ.'.;G 
r ~ 
:( 
' j{ 
~;._; 
* 
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I 
Spfth:.cll 
Tennis 
3rJin1r.Jins 
·'' 1 -~ 
•.rO.•.l 
Archery 
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Soccer 
I'ield 11ockey 
II HERS CI IOLAS TICS 
EXTRI\.i.{;LaSS 
::-:;scE.EATIONAL ACTIVI~~~ 
E.."'\:TRA-CLASS 
completely by the students. 
Softball 
7he introc:uction o-:..· both play duys &nC::. s :.>orts O..ays into tl1e 
extra-clas;3 WOL'en 1 s prograu is planned for the ncar fv.t1.Tc. 
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Pi:WPOSED P:-IYSICil.L EDUC~;.TIOI: PROGR.AIJ •· 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
Immediate Plans 
1. 
2. 
The purchase o:f Physical i:;clwation Books for 
the library. 
The Gordon library hc..s at present :_:_bout eight 
books in physical ec-lucation for the students 
use. An adequate library for research in the 
field of physical eCucation is as necessal'~r as 
books for research in aca,:ecd_c subjects. 
Plan -- To submit a list of books to the 
l' 
;: 
director of physical ec1ucatim'l, to ::·e pu:rchased 1: 
by the librarian, f01~ student usG in ~he library.!! 
(':i:'his is to be a ye:.rly lJlan to help increase · 
the physical ecluc.s_tion library.) 
The improving of one of the l~thldic !_?L;lds. 
The integration of' four courts in one aret:t for 
use by both the men 1 s c..nd vro;:nen 1 s classes c_nd 
intramural teams. The <:_thJ..etic fieJd is to be 
marked for the four sports: -- field hocke~,, 
football, speedball, soccer. 
Plan -- Under the direction of the Director of 
?hysical Educat:i_on, the stvdc-mt.s vri11 hel!,J to 
survey and mark the four cou..rts in the Athletic 
field. 
Delo.yeo Plans 
1. 
2. 
Transportation 
Plans to obtain school-!,Jrovic1_e6_ transportatj_on 
for the Physical Education Depal1 tment. 
a. 
b. 
Uniforms 
To provide transportation for the 
varsity teams. 
To provide trancportation)for the 
physical ec~uco..tion classes to -~overl~~ 
for the swimmin(; e..nd bovrling programs. 
Plans for uniforms to be required 
physical education classes. 
for the 
The requirine of uniforms for all 
education classes -r:ill solve many 
such as: 
;?h;rsicd 
problems 
c. 
;[ 
i\ 
a. Each st··J.C.er::t bein;; cJres~:eo 2.')ropri-
a.tely for the acti vH.y to be ·oerforr.1ed. · 
!i 
b. Class aprJe:J.rance is ~:·e:J.tJ.y 
if c.ll students o.re dressed. 
improved 
c. It is financially advanta;;eous to tho 
students if alJ. c.lre rec~uirec1 to pur-
chase the sane type unifcrm. 
d. .A uniform he2.~s to create :;ood class 
norale. 
lr 
I· 
Lons ?~nge Pl~ns 
1. Gyillnasium 
') ,_. 
Plan to build a G,y11Ll1c:.sium on the Gordon Collq:;e 
ca.r:1}JUS co.s part of the expansion progra·,,. This 
will elimine.te many problems, some of which are: 
a. Schedu~in:; o£ classes in sw:.ll inc~.oor 
recreation area. 
b. Finances for rentin:: o. commnnit;;.r 
gymnesium for interscholastic ::;[;~ses 
and practices. 
c. Transpork~tion to C')f'l:mmity r;;;rmnashrn1 
for practices <:.nd c[.ces. 
Ph~rs:tcal :C~ducation !:inor 
Plan to include a Ph;;rsical Er31.Jcation ~::inor in the 
Gorc:.on College curriculun: ~for the r:1a~1~r stucents 
vrho are interesteci in ~c. Physicc:,1 :2:c1uco.tion T.Cinor. 
25 
CHAPTER V 
ORG.AiJIZATION A?TD ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROPOSED 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIOIT PROGRAM 
Organization: 
A. General Objective 
To acquaint the students with the mechanics of cle"ss pro-
cedure in order that the regular class period may be devoted 
to actual student activity. 
B. Specific Aims 
1. To establish an intelligent point of view 
toward physical educe,tion. 
2. To give an introductory survey of tlle scope of 
physical education to hel:p the students to see 
unity in the program. 
). To :;rive specifj_c rl'~es and requirenents re-
garding regulations zoverninz absences, wake-
up cla.sses and grading system. 
4. To ::,ive an understandinzc of rul<::s regarding 
uniforms, dressing time, showers and use of 
facilities and equipment. 
5. To teach class organization concernin~i: roll 
call, and to teach a series o: formations. 
An efficient method for procedures such c:.s dressing, chec;:inz 
attendance, and distribution of equipment saves time an~' contributes 
to clc:.ss morale c_._nd cooper:,tion. Excessive regulc.tions are to be 
avoided; students are to be allowed freedom of judc;ment unless there 
is a real reason for u~~form procedure. 
Administration: 
A. Requirements -- i1.ll freshmen women students are required 
to satisfactorily complete a one year course in physical 
26 
education (P.E. 101,102 see p. 11). 'l'his course consists 
of two semesters with 1 credit toward graduation (~~ credit 
per semester). 
The long range plans will consist of a tc·m year requirement 
in physical education for women at Gordon College ~ith 
2 credits earned toward graduation. 
B. Transfer Students -- The Physical Education Department will 
decide if a transfer student, entering Gordon Collece 
from another institution of higher learning, he.s satis-
factorily met the requirements in physical education. 
c. Medical Examination -- Each student must have a medical 
examination before entering Gordon College. This medical 
examination and recommendations by physicians are to be 
used in the classification of students and as an indication 
of need for an adapted or modified activity program. The 
students will not be permitted to attend physical education 
classes unless the medical examination has been satis-
factorily completed. 
D. Classification of Students -- The women students register 
for one of two physical education classes VJhich meet on 
Tuesday and Thursday at 8:15 A.;,:. or 2:30 P.LI. 
For future classification, the lone; range plans vlill employ 
such data as: 
1. tiedical examinations. 
2. Class progression. 
3. Skill achievement tests. 
4. Knowledge tests. 
5. Subjective appraisal. 
E. Time Allotment -- Two sixty-five (65) rdnute periods ~Jer 
week are allowed for physical educ2.tion classes, both 
semesters. 
Time Allotment and Activity Outline of Daily Program 
.Activity Time 
Dressing Period 
Harm-up Activity 
Fundamentals and 
Game Period 
Skill Drills ___ *(a) 
- - - - *(a) 
10 min. 
5 min. 
20 min.*(b) 5 
15 min. *(b) JO 
Shower and Dressinc:: Period - - - - 15 min. 
*(a) At be(;innin:.:: of units r.core tiu1e nilJ be devoted 
to fundar:ient[cls and s>.:ill (~rills. 
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u ~;s t.ne unrus progress greG.ter emph10.sis rriJ_ 1_ be 
c-;i ven to the gc.r.1e situations. 1) 
Uniforms ancl Dressing -- For all activity classes rezu-
lt . ·~ c·, d' l't , - ... a lon UDli orms lnc._u lng ri.u e so c"=s ano ·::1u -ce or nc:,vy 
sneakers) 2.re required. Unifol~ms ~,re expectec.:, to be clean 
and. pressed. 
The dormitories are used for ciressing an(. showerins as the 
temporG.ry gymnasi11m does not have dressinr2: o.ccor;;odations. 
Class ;,ttendance - One c..bsence ::::er month is co be e.~.::.o~-recl 
without required make-up class. '.L'hese alJ_m'iGC c:.bs:Jnces 
c,re ~)lc:.nnecl to t.:..ke cc.re of tin2s '.hcP. -:~he student is 
physically unabJ.e to attend clas::: ::m6. shoulc' be used only 
for this p'lTpose. If extra ~~ert.t:~ is c'l~o to ill_ness a 
written excuse must be obtaine1 from the Physician or 
::urse. If extr~·- absence is ;1ot due to il' ness, cl:~ss must 
be Elo.c'.e-up. 
GradinG' - Grac!es in the proposed required ,_-Jilysicc.;.l ecluca·l:.ior:i 
pro~r.::cli1 c:.re to be based upon r~ro:.~::.cicr:c~r i~1 c.ct:i_v::_t~- skills, 
I knoi'lleO.~e tests (skill tests :.~nc. kl1o·de6.~_:·_:e tests to be :: 
- ii 
used ·:lith each unit), attitude an'~ [L·i:.tendc.nce. 
ir 
'I 
I. Facilities -- (see p. 8.) The class ':;ill r.1ect in l:.hc o.ss:'.;:nelfl 
classroom in .:inn Library for thsor;;r lectt.,_res one l101.1r at !I 
·(,he bednnin:-; of e&ch unit, (to be posted) c.n::1 they rdll ii 
meet. inthe classroom for the five week, ten 1.7eek o.nC: f:Ln::tl ;: 
examinations. 'l'he activity cle.sses 1lill meet in the ! 
Student 'Union Gysnasium, or in the ;:,thletic Field de9encling 
upon the season o.nd the sport. (to be posted). 
J. EQ,Uipment -- (seep. 9.) .b.ll equi:;_x.lent used in ·c11e physical 
education classes and extra cle.sses wil.l be furnished by 
Gordon College, and the students will be informed as to 
use and care of facilities and equipment. Both the equip-
ment and the facilities are to be ready for use when the 
students arrive for class activities. 
K. Safety -- As physical education activities are inherently 
dangerous the instructors must alr1ays be alert to the 
possibility of accidents. Safety precautions will be 
included in the planning of spe.ce for activities to 
endeavor to avoid accidents.There will be the use of mats 
and spotting for any activities Tihich require such precau-
tions, modification of games when necessary and safety 
rules will be taught to the students as part of the 
physical education program. Accident Reports wHl be used 
1/ L1iller, Arthur G • .21?.• cit. 
- - --- --- ----- --
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in triplicate to supply the necessary inforoation about 
any accicler.t. Safety education :aust become an integral 
part of the physical educ2.tion progra~ll. 
Studen1 Leaders -- The traininc of hip;hly sl:il1cd students 
in officiatin;· ~:crogram and student leaC::ership will be part 
of the long rc.nge plans. 'J.'his will dw to ,,,eet the needs 
of any students '."iho have received a well balanced physic&l 
education training in high school and those vrho are highly 
skilled in activities which are to be carried on in the 
class program. :a th the above plan there ·will not be a 
repetition of activities for the highly skilled women 
students. 
Audio-Visual Materials -- A1..1.dio-visual materials c~re the 
efficient use of many teachin,s aids ;;hich establish a direct 
meaningful connection between the v;ri tten uorc! c.~nd the 
concrete experience. Physical educ&tion presents ;-,1any 
teachin2· opportunities in which audio-visuals cc:.n be used 
as effective teachinz-lee.rning ai6s. A 1vide range of audio-
visuals ·:;ill be used in ec.ch unit to provicle eDriched 
learnine; experiences for the st1..1.c1ents. .L·~ list of audio-
visual materials v1iJl be included in each unit as resource 
data. 
Proc:rc.!J. Evaluation - Evaluation is to be an on::;oing., con-
tinuous process inthis proposed proe;ram. It will involve 
three steps: 
1. Defining and ap'''~<,is:i.nr.c: of the objectives. 
2. Collection of da~ 
3. Judging of educationaJ s2.:7,nEicance in the 
light of objectives sought. ]j 
Evaluation v1ill be concerneO. r:ith ioprovin:g the over-all 
program as well as improvement within each unit of 
activity. If the evaluation program is carried out ade-
quately, it will help the instructor :Ln physical education 
to compare the efficiency of ve.rious teachin;; proced·ures 
and of the efficiency of the vc:.rious kinds of subject 
matter. 2} 
The proposed program will use evaluation technique charts, 
rating scales, und check lists. 
Extra-Class The extra-class is an outgrmTth of the cle.ss 
progrrun; at Gordon College part of the e~~re.-class program 
i/ Bovard, .2.1?.• cit., p. 4. 
2} Cowell, Charles G. Scientific Found<:ttions of Physical 
Education. lJew York: Harper 8: Brothers, 1 S:53. p. 227. 
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is a student directed activity under the lec.(ershi~) of a 
faculty advisor. 
l. Intramural o.ctivities at Gordon College are 
listed in the outline of the proposed physical 
education program (p. 22.). They are to provide 
opportunities for the students to participate 
in sports of their choosing in which they can 
compete successfully. 
2. Interscholastic activities at Gordon College 
are listed in the outline of the proposed 
physical education program (p. 23.). These 
activities are to be an integral part of the 
physical education program which is offered to 
meet the needs of the athletes. li 
The long range plans include efforts to increase 1: 
the variety of sports in v1hich the school com- I! 
petes and to increase the munber of teams playing !i 
varsity sports. In this plan, the benefits of 1: 
competitive athletics can reach a lare:er number I! 
of Gordon College women students. i: 
,, 
L 
( ) 1: 3. Recreational activities p. 23. are to aid in '· 
I· 
the training and guiding of students into form- I! 
ing desirable recreational habits. Taking part ,.,i_' 
in wholesome, leisure time activities ~'lith carry-
over values, will aid the student in social : 
adjustment. i' 
As previously stated, the recreational activities i! 
at Gordon College at present are :i.n the form of 1: 
clubs. The long range plans inclune the forming II 
of more clubs to ui ve the stuuents a chance to 'I'· ~~ I 
participate in a Vco..riety of recreational activi- ! 
ties. i 
4. Play Days and Sports Days It 
The Play day is one in which teaets of L:i:cls, 1\ 
each made up of students from 1:1ore than one i: 
school, play for recreation and without the 11 
determination of school championship. ii 
The Sports day is one in wh:fuch each of several i' ii schools brings two or more groups of players , 
for competition in one or more sports. '1hese !: 
events will be played for school championship. ]j :: 
The inclusion of both Play days and Sports days I' 
!i in the extra-class program will help to broaden -
1
:; 
i! the social horizons of the students, as well as : 
11 provide stimulating, healthful, wholesome ahd il 
:1 satisfying play. li 
. -lL .c: Ph;ysic¥~--~~~{,j,~:~~~w~¥gr~t=~~~~~ ar,fr:~~of~~~~~:;y;~J~~~;~. ~53. !h 2~~e'' 
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Methods of Approach Ror Each Unit (see sample units pp. 34-
71) 
1. Introduction of the unit -- short history, 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
theory and digest of rules of each sport 
(mimeographed sheets to be distribut~for each 
unit). 
Motivation - the use of audio-visual aids 
such as: films, filmstrips, charts, bulletin 
boards and the like for motivation and as an 
aid in teaching sports skills. 
Demonstration -- the demonstration of skills 
by the teacher, skilled pupil or visual aids in 
the teaching of each sport skill. "Demonstration 
of new skills plays an important part in the 
,, 
H 
teaching of physical education activities. 
:;iotor skills involve complex coordinations 
seldom if ever, cc:.n T::u9ils receive a clear 
view of a motor skill by verbal ex9ression 
:I 
il 
:1 
and !! 
1./i 
alone.'Ji 
It 
:I II ,, 
ii 
Class practice -- group practice of each s1dll 
and the correction of fs:u.l ts by instructor and 
student leaders wiH take place in each activity 
class. l1 il ~ I 
Lead-up games -- I'Iany different lead-up gar~,es 
vrill be played for the pnactice and improve-
ment of the sports skills learned in each unit. 
Playing, scoring and officiatin~ -- Playing, 
scoring and officiating will take place in 
regular game situations in each unit. 
Evaluation Sport skill tests and knowledg-e 
tests will be an integral part of each unit. 
II 
jJ Knapp, .2.2• cit. , p. 123. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECm'IMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTHER STUDY 
I 
Summary: 
It has been the purpose of this paper to review the present 
standards and requirements (if any) in physical education for college 
women, and to prepare a proposed program in physical education based 
on the needs of the students at Gordon, a growing College. The 
activities in this proposed program of physical education will be 
directed toward a workable program for the present situation and will 
include possibilities for future expansion. 
Conclusions: 
This proposed program in Physical Education will attempt to 
provide a balanced, integrated and varied activities program. (both 
indoor and outdoor programs). The program vrill endeavor to meet the 
needs of the students by providing experiences for growth in the 
mental, social, emotional, spiritual and physical aspects of the 
students lives. It will be based upon a sound philosophy of education 
and physical education. 
Recommendgtions: 
Some recommendation~which are pertinent to the growth of the 
physical education curriculum at Gordon Colleg~which have not been 
dealt with in this paper but should be considered for further study. 
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1. 
2. 
5. 
Expansion of the limited indoor program when the 
new gymnasium is built. 
Formulation of a Health Program as an integral 
part of the Physical Education Curriculurn. 
The preparation of a detailed plan for the second 
year required proposed. physical education program. 
The preparation of a detailed pla.n for a coaching I! 
and officiating program. - I! 
The preparation of a detailed plan 
and improvement of the extra-class 
----- ·---- ---
for the expansion li 
,, 
program. ii 
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APPENDIX 
TVVO SAii!PLE SOURCE UNITS 
I. SOTJRCE UNIT FOR BADI:IINTO:r (p. 34) 
II. SOtJRCE UNIT FOR VOLLEYBALL (p. 54) 
'l'his unit of bc:.:dminton hoeS been ;:::reo·Jo.red for :fres~1:·::m colles;e 
nomen, to be taur;ht c~_uring ::._ four to five:; ··:ee:;: ncriocJ. to cL.sses of 
bee5nner L.nd intermediate levels. 
General Sk~tement of tbs l!ni t. 
~L\here o~re cert[·.5~l1 ft,__ndaE:entals in br.-.dmi~nton 1.;.rhicl1 : .. re r::~ssenti2.l to 
:;ood pl&.ying, but vri th very Ji ttle i.1str1.1ction a crsoY: c~;.;_n lec:~rr. to 
strike the oirc c.nd -~~et :·. rec:,l satisfe.ction frorn sceir:.r: :i.t -:'loo.t c.cross 
the net. The c•uicknes;: •.-ri th -.:hich the :·1ovice cc.n le.:.~rn to keen ti-18 bii·d 
in play n;c.kes the r;c;;c;e i':..<.scinating from the st~_rt, b1;t if o·,,e ex ects to 
i:rlprove in the go.o.e of bac.m::_nton he l'lU!"t si ve ic:nch U_;:·,o to the ,_- c:.velop-
~118l1t o~' right ~)le.~ring hs.bi ts and learn to 1mc]erste:.nd the fund::>.r:tent.::.ls 
of rsri:9, wrist movement :.mel footwork. 
Aims: l. To tee.ch the go.oe of badr::inton c.nc~ c~evelop ,'.68r:•_1J.:c.te 
skills c.uo techniques to insure enthusiastic -,·,artici-
:oc::.tion both in class and outsirJe of class. 
2. To develop an attitude of good D ·ortsmwshh'l o.s o. DLcyer 
and as a s~ectator. 
3. To acque.int the students 1.':ith the rules necesse;;_:;_ny for 
correct ~laying and scoring of the gar1e. 
L.,.. To acquaint the student with knonledge concerning choice 
aDd care of equipment, safety measures, officiating, 
terminology and etiquette of baci.ointon. 
Purpose: Enjoyment in playing the e;ame vlith emphasis in carryover 
values e.s badminton is a universal game s.nd can be played 
and enjoyed by all ages. 
Need: As physical educators it is im:sortant for us to meet the 
physical needs of student develonment and to have games 
of skill in which the average student, who does not have 
a chance to participate in organized team sports, is given 
a chance to ex:oress his enthusiasm and to meet the 
challenges presented by this game of varying skills. 
List of I:iaterials ::eeded: 
!i 
!1 
I' 
ii 
A. Iii Facilities I' 
1. Courts - The official col.Jrt for siLgles ;;lay is 44 feet 1: 
long and 17 feet viide. For doubles an alley 18 inches !: 
I· 
wide is added along each side. The clearance above the 1: 
net shm.J~d be 20-JO feet. !. 
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B. 
c. 
2. Outdoor courts should be -;)laced behind buiJ.c1ings ·.--here 
the ·:lind ce.n' t interfere. 
If }JOSsible have more than one court in both indoor and 
outdoor play areas. 'l'ho combined si1wles and doubles 
court is ~-ractical to lay out. 
Supplies 
1. 
2. 
?Jet - 'Joven from a light corcl into a small mesh. It 
should be 20 feet in length for coubles, tvJO feet six ; 
inches in de~Jth, and stretched t~:mt, it should be 5 feet i· 
from floor at center and 5 feet l inch at the nosts. 1: 
Posts - These should be 5 feet l inch hi··h and placed,,on, 
1
1 
center point of side boundaries. 
3. 'l'a-:_:le - For ten:porary marking of court boundary lines .:-.na I 
markings for testing. 
Ec~tl.ipment 
l. R2.cket - A laminated wood Irc.ne, ··:ith cm::-J.l ovc.l face. 
It weighs from four and one h~:~lf ounces to five o.nd is 
strung v:i th 20 guage nylon or ~t;,'1J.t. 
2. Press- .hen rackets are not in use they should be kept 
in a ·press to prevent damage to the l1eac' of the racl:et 
by '\7ar~)ing. 
3. Shuttlecocl< - !'!'.&de in two ne:~ghts, li,c:;ht for i;~door play 
and slightly heavier for outdoor ):>lay. 
!!·• Skill and lmo•:iledge tests (p~'). leS-52). 
5. Visual .:>.ids :·.aterials (pp. 36-37). 
6. Reference L:aterial (pp. 36-37). 
I' 
I ,, 
,, 
I, 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
a. Grip 
1. Forehand 
2. Backhand 
B. Footwork 
c. ~•rist }.ction 
D. Strokes 
1. Service 
a. Short 
b. Long high 
c. Drive 
2. Drives 
a. Forehand 
b. Backhand 
J. Overhead 
a. High Clear 
b. Smash 
c. Drop Shot 
/+• :tiet Shots 
a. Hairpin ~:-et Flight 
b. Cross Court J'Jet Flight 
E. Strategy 
F. llules 
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G. Technique 
H. Dimensions 
I. Doubles 'l'eam Work 
1. Side by side 
2. Up am~ back 
J. Rotation 
Probable, Incidental and Indirect Leani.i~g Products: 
~:.. Lental develo:pment - Badminton is not only a ge;.me of ::•hysic2.l 
skill but it calls for r1iental exercise as well. The student 
must learn to think and act quickly. 
B. Social and ::oral Development - Good S.!Jortsmanshi~l, cooperc~tion, 
teamxork, fair·play, honesty, enjoyment of r:-Jla.ying and res Ject 
for officials and rules. 
Visual ~dds: 
A. Charts.- Sports technique charts of 13 bo.sic skills i··;.cluding 
badminton, :for use on bulletin bourd. Sold b;y ].S.G.-,'!.S. 
1201 Sixteenth ::_;t., ;·:. ~-;., ~·:ashin~~ton 6, D. C. .~1. 50 •er acket. 
B. Films (can 1)e rented or purchased) 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
1. "Badminton Fundamentals" 1950 Yundamentc.l skills and 
rules of bo.dminton demonstrc.ted. 
2. "Good Badminton" Correct timing, footwork, and place-
ment. 
3. "Lets Play Badminton" Team demonstrations. 
4. "Beginning Badminton" 
5. "Flying Feathers" 
6. 11 Tips on Better Badminton11 
Educator's Guide to Free Films Randolph, ·;iisconsin (Educators 
Progress Service) Revised annually. 
Slidefilms "Beginning Badminton" six teaching units, The 
Athletic Institute, 209 S. State Street, Chicago, Ill. 
Educational Film Guide, :~ew York, H. ·.7. '.'iilson Company, Cumula-
tive annual catalog with two year supnlement service. 
li:Iagnetic Boards Playmaster, The Program Aids Company Inc., Hew 
York, H. Y. 
References: 
i 
II 
;: 
1, 
1: 
A. Teacher References ~-
1. Ainsworth, Dorothy, et. al., Individual Snorts for ! 
!iomen, 2nd ed. Philaclel~.:hia: \"l.B. Saunders Gom~~any, 1954 1 
2. ?e ',:itt, R. T.,. Teaching Individual and Team Snorts. ji 
rTew York: Prent~ce-Hall, L:cc., 1953. ,i 
Dick, 'l'. P., Badminton. Philadelr;hia: :David .,cKay li 
Conrpany, 1940. . 1: 
:;i;dgren, Earry ~~., and Gilmer G. ?.obinson, -Grou.:p 
Instruction in 'l'ennis s.nci Ja6minton. ::ev; York: 
i-l..S. Ec:~rnes an;· Corr;Jany, 1939. 
I' 
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5. Jackson, C. H., and Swan L. 11.., :S~.c1.rxi nton Tins. 
Published by the Authors, 1941. 
6. -------, Better Badminton. :-:ev1 York: A. 8. Barnes and 
Co., 1939. 
7. lliller, D. l.l., and K. L. Ley, Indi vic~ual and 'I'ean.l Snorts 
for .·omen. I'Te.,., York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955. 
8. Booklets f, 
a. How ~o Improv~ Your B~d~inton, Athle~.'ic Institute, j'i. 
209 s. State Street, lihl.cago, Ill. v. .50. , 
b. Instructor's Guide .Q.!l Badminton., Athletic Institut i, 
209 S. State Street, Chicago!ll Ill. ~?1. 50. j! 
B. Pupil References j 
1. Andrews, Emily R., et. al., ?hysical Education for Girls ~; 
and V.'omen. Englewood Cliffs: N. J. Prentice-Hall, Inc., i, 
1955. I 
2. Davidson, Kenneth R., and Lealand R., Gustavson, Winning j: 
Badminton. New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1953. I' 
3. Devlin, J. F., Badminton for All. lTew York: Doubleday 1: 
and Co., Inc., 1937. li 
4. Fisher, H. L., How to Plax Badminton. Burgess, 1939. 1, 
5. Handboo~ Badmi~ton Handbook. Set. ~et of 4 ha~dbooks j; 
of badm1.nton sk1.lls. Athlet1.c Inst1.tute, 209 s. State ' 
Street, Chicago, Ill. $ .35. 
6. Handbook Physical Education for High School Students. 
American Association for Health Physical Education and 
Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth St., N. i7. Washington 6, D.C. 
7. Offical Tennis-Badminton Guide. Washington, D. c.: 
National 7iomen1 s Sports, American Association of Health, i. 
Physical Education and Recreation. :: 
8. Seaton, Don Cash, Physical Education Handbook. 2nd ed. il 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954. 1! 
9. Periodical-- Bird Chatter issued quarterly. 1122 East
1
1 
Palmer Street, Glendale 5, California. il 
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ORIENTATION PHASE 
HISTORY OF B.AD!UNTON: 
Badminton, a game which may be played both indoors and outdoors, is 
comparatively young in its official orcanization in the United States. 
'rhis game was originally played in India anc for centvries was knovm as 
11 Poona11 , probably after the city of that name, but records also show i that!i 
a game similar in nature, called 11Battledore 11 and Shuttlccock11 , was pop-
ular in China, Siam and India over 2000 years ago. 
Poona appealed to British Army Officers stationed in India, and they 
carried the game back to bngland where the first Poona Club was estab-
lished in Bath, bngland, in 1873. The name Badr.linton crune from the Duke 
of Beauforts large country estc;te called Badminton Eouse, situated near 
the ville.ge of Badmi:c.ton, Glor:cestershire, ':.•hr: l~e t11e Duke entertained 
his guests with rounds of Poona. So associated did the [:';ame become '.'lith 
the name Badminton that the new title stuck, and so the go.me is knovm 
today. The rules were stanc~_s.rized by ~tjh;: 0ni;lish in 1887 and iL:.ve re-
mained virtually unchanged to the present time. 
For many years the s~;ort w~_s played on a small scale, but today, 
badminton is 2.pproaching c-1. "}Opularity that places it araong the major 
sports in the 'Cnited States. As a result of its populc.rity the American 
, Badminton Association was formed in 1936. This As::;ociation controls the 
; 
I sport and sanctions &11 badminton tournaments in the United States, and 
! 
in 1938 it became a member of the International Badminton Federation, 
11 
vvhose headquarters are in England. 
11 Liller, D. ;;. , and K. L. Ley, Individual and 'l'eam Snorts for 
I 
[: 
1: 
r: 
I 'domen. new York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.' 1955. p. :!_05. j; 
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H ATURE OF THE GillvlE: 
~ppealing co-recreational possibilities, adaptability, and carryover 
values make badminton popular in the college program and .s.s a. leisure 
time activity. Badminton provides interest in various levels of skill, 
to all age groups, and both sexes. It is a game that varies from slow, 
steady cautious activity to fast and furious action. The bird does not 
react like a ball because it is built to be air resistant and to turn 
immediately after the stroke. 'rhe resistance causes it to lose speed 
rapidly and suddenly drop. 'rhe player is challenged to acquire the skill 
necessary to control the bird whether it is traveling rapidly or slov1ly. 
A few disadvantages are (1) to be played out of doors badminton re-
~.uires that there be lUtle or no wind (because of the light weight of 
the shuttlecock) a condition seldom to be found. (Place outside courts 
behind buildings, sheltered from wind, if nossible) (2) The difference 
in score does not reflect the difference in playing ability between the 
players. A slightly superior player will make for a very one-sided game. 
When properly ::_Jlayed, badminton requires a great deal of speed, endurance ' 
11 and power. Team play of partners in a doubles game and dece·~tion demand 
i; 
11 the utmost cooperation, concentration, and initiative in the use of 
II 
!! strokes, but beginners can achieve a certain amount of skill very early 
;! 
:; !I in the gaine and enjoy playing badminton. 
I 
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DIGEST OF hULES: 
1. Players - Singles - tvvo players, one on each side of' the net. 
Doubles - four players, t770 on one side of the net 
against th,_:· other two players. 
2. Service is determined by spinning the racket for the rough or 
smooth side of trimming strings. The ';!inner may choose side of 
the court, serving first, or receiving first. 
3. Play (the 11 in side") at the st:o.rt of a zarce o.lways begins with 
the serve fror:l the rif;ht half-court, to the receiver ~.:ho st:,_nds 
diagonc-:;,lly across tl1e net in his right half court. A bird that 
lands on a line is co:c:sidered good. 
a. One trial is allovred :for each serve, unless the bird is 
missed entirely or it is a i;:ood 11 let 11 serve, and the 
serve must be v.nderha.Dcl. 
b. In singles the bird must Lcnci on the long, .::12.r:cow co·o.rt 
and in c1oubles in the snort, \dc.ie court. (see c.iagram 
·oage 42) 
4. In badminton only the side serving can score. .:hen the serving 
side wins the rally one point (ace) is scored an6 the server 
continues to serve as long as he continues to '.'Jin ·,Joints. One 
exception to this rule, v1hen the bird hits the net tape, as it 
is served, but falls into the proper court (or is hit by the 
receiver before falling) a "let" is declared and the service is 
taken over in the same court, vlith no point scored. 
5. The player on the "out" side in the receiving court attempts to 
return the bird before it hits the floor. If the receiving side 
returns the bird successfully, the bird is hit by alternate sides 
until a fault is made. If the fault is made by the serving side, 
a "down" is declared and the serve ch~:;.nges h:: .. nds. If the fault 
is made by the receiving side, a point is scored for the serving 
side. 
a. As long as a side remains ".in11 the service is delivered 
al ternc:.tely from each half court into the court ';Jhich is 
diagonally opposite. 
b. Each player's turn at service is called a 11 hand11 • The 
loss of service is termed a 11 dovm11 or a 11 hc.nd out 11 • 
c. During service both server and receiver must remain 
within the boundary lines of their res~:ective courts. 
Cverste)_.'L1[~, st:::~nding on or touch1ng a 1)oundar-.;r line 
constitutes a 11fault 11 • The moment the bird is hit the 
server and receiver may :::ove o<.;t of the ;rescribeo 
boundary of the serving <-.:.nr' re cci vinf_'; courts. 
I 
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after service is made from the right-hand court v1hen the score 
is even (o-2-L,) for ths.t side and from the left ht=.mc: court Yv'hen 
the score is odd (1-3-5) for t1mt side. Only one he.nc'i. is 
allowed the side bee;ir:ning the serve in doubles the first i·1.ning 
and two he.m'.s ure allov!ed ec.ch inning thereafter. 
Fifteen points constitutes the usual game, except for wonen1 s 
singles in v;hich 11 points are played. When the score is tied 
at 13 all, the side reaching it first chooses to finish the 
game at 15 or to set the game at 5 points. When tied at 14 
all, she chooses to play 1 or 3 points. 
A fault (loss of service or hand for the servin[ side and no 
point scored). 
a. Service is illegal, i. e., the bird is struck when 
above the ':iaist or the head of the racket is higher 
than the hand. when hit. 
b. Service or played shot lands outside the specified 
court. 
c. If bird passes throurzh or under net, or hits a player 
or obstruction outside the court. 
d. If server or receiver steps out of his proper court 
before delivery of' serve. Only person served to may 
return the bird 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
A player reaches over net to hit a bird (she may 
follow a shot through) 
A player touches the net vli th his racket or any part 
of her body. 
A player hits the bird twice. 
The bird is hit on the rim or neck of the racket --
called wood. 
STRA'l'EGY: 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
During the warm-up before game, determine opponent's weakness 
by forcing her to play all types of shots. 
'ilatch bird closely at all tilbes. 
Don't try to out guess your opponent. 
After every shot return to your base of oper&tion located on 
the center line and from two to four feet behind the short 
service line. 
Vary the pattern of your shots during a rally. 
TECHHIQliES: 
.A. Grip 
1. Forehand -- The racket is held at the extreme end 
of the handle. Take hold of the shaft of the racket 
in your left hand with the face of the racket parallel 
to the net. 71ith the right hand grasp the racket as 
though you were shaking hands with it. The index 
finger and the thumb should form a large 11V11 • 
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I Backhand -- Loosen the grasp of the racket hand, 
rotate the racket head one-half turn clockr:ise :'rom 
the forehand grip-position. The t.hu~~1b flattens 
out and moves up lessenin;~· the angle between it 
and the index finger. 
B. Foot-Nork 
1. Llove quickly and easily into poslL,lon. 
2. I'.Taintain body balance anO. control, a:::1c1 abili t:r to 
shift we5_c~ht and chan:·e dirc.~ctions quickly. 
3. Proper sto.nce -- The ready position cc.Hs for weight 
on balls of feet, one foot slightJ.y :1\:w:rE.rd, knees 
rela:~ed, racket parallel to floo::.- :·_;lc~ left harld 
unc1er throat of racket • 
. !rist b.ction -- J.'he v1rist is bent 0ac1cu:::.:cC durin·· the bo.ck-
SY.Iing C<.nd kept cocked until just before the bird i·· ''it. 
Then t11e wrist is Sl13.lJped for-.7ard to thro\7 the racket head I 
into the bird. .Irist action is use~J to rlecieve ·che op~)onent. ii 
Wrist action in bo..drn.inton is just tJ.1e opposite to tennis ~.s j,
1
1 
one must learn to keep a flexible ·.;rist for h:u}:dnton strokes. 
DIMENSIONS: 
Combined Doubles and Sin::;les Court 
I ll 4-'l 
" 
'lila.., 
s,·J<. Bo~ado ~::i L ·,"<. ~ .$"'&'~ s. L(.ft- ~ ,. / ~7;(c;rj..A ~ C!e~t~v- L1V\-«. Cit 
~ I I I , I II I I 
~ I I I I ! I I I ' l i ~'o~t I I I ~1-f'l=' I I I ~ ll 
(ovf"t 
I I I 1 c::h..t y..'tr I 
I i I I I I I I I I 
' ' I I 1 I • I ' I I I I I I I I I i I I 1 I I 
s;,<h eu~d~r~ J.. ~' t>.,t,\,lts I I I I I I il I: I i 
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II 
li 
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~o· II 
l>ov.bi c.s I i 
I' 
II 
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I 
I 
I' 
i 
I: 
I 
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!: 
>f.ic,'"l(~--1 3' ----4- v' "* _..._ w' "·· ...;>k~--, J' --·-·-->t .2''' tc 1: 
i 
'V\t.t ?o~t 
S 11" $ingles service and 
receiving area 
Doubles service and 
receiving area 
I: 
jl 
i: 
[: 
I 
II 
! 
1: 
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BADMINTON 
TERJ'.:IImLOGY: 
A. Ace -- One point. 
B. Backhand stroke -- Stroke used in rehcrning a bird from tile 
left side of the body. 
C. Clec;.r (or Lob) -- A stroke vrhich ser..::'s the shuttle hiz11 and 
deep to the back of the court. 
D. Cross-court net flight -- A flight in which the bird is 
directed close to the net-tape, falling in or near the a1J.ey. 
E. Drive -- A fast flit;ht, parallel or nearly so to the floor. 
F. Driven clear-- A flight directed over the opponent's head, 
toward the back court, but with less height than the clear. 
G. Drop -- A rapidly descending flic;ht, directed close to the net 
Lla.y be an underhand or overhand drop. 
H. Fault -- a term used to denate a violation of the ru1es. 
I. Forehand stroke - Stroke used in returning a bird from the 
right side of the body. 
J. Flick - A qui_ck wrist action which speeds up flight of bird. 
K. Hairpin net flight -- A short flight made from close to the 
net and falling close to the other side of the net. 
L. Inning- A side's turn at serving. Side 11 in11 • 
rJI. Let - Permitting the serve to be taken over, occasioned by the : 
bird being served so that it hits the net-tape but falls ! 
within the proper service court. 
N. Long high serve -- A serve directed to the back court; used 
more in singles than in doubles. 
o. Match - A series of games, best two out of three. 
P. Overhead stroke - Stroke used in returning a bird from an 
overhead point, contact the bird a little out in front, not 
directly overhead. 
Q. Ready position -- Position assumed while waiting for the bird 
to be hit into playing area. 
R. Rally (or Volley) -- A series of strokes interchanged between 
the players before a point is won. 
S. Short serve -- Refers to flight of serve which is short, just 
over short service lihe; most commonly used in doubles. 
T. Short service line -- Front boundary line of service court. 
u. Shuttlecock - Frequently called shuttle or bird. The game 
ball. 
V. Side-by-side teamwork -- Division of responsibility between 
partners, the dividing line is the midcourt line. 
w. Smash - A rapidly descending flight, very fast and at sharp 
angles to the floor. 
X. Trim -- String at both ends of the racket face, looped over 
the lengthwise strings. The side showing the loops is called 
the 11 rough11 side; the other side, 11 smooth11 • 
Y. Up-and-back teamwork - Division of responsibility according 
to a lateral division of court. The 11 up11 person plays the net. 
~ . " - ... -·--- - - . -
--··-·· -------------------------------------
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ORGANIZATIOIT: 
A. 
D 
.Uo 
c. 
D. 
E. 
" _ .. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
:Sach teaching· situation will be different s.nd the instructor 
must adapt to each situation. 
Ideal conditions a court for every four pLqers. 
!\':ake use of every available space. 
A racket for every player. 
Introduce fund.aJ!1entals such as ~(ri ~·, footr.'ork, v;rist action to 
entire class .s.nd have all practicing in provided space rrith-
out bird. 
Introduce serve and place students on court so four co.n 
practice short serves, and :·our can pr2.ctice long serves. The 
rest of the class use walls to practice volle~rinz. 
l\otc:.te students so all will have an equal chance at different 
types of serves and volleying. 
Large classes with limited area, stretch a string length of 
gym keeping it the same height as the ll8t. I\1ark off service 
line with chalk. Partners practice serving to each other. 
Officiating for more advanced students. 
Safety - As physical education activities are inherently 
dangerous the teacher must be alert to the possibilities of 
accidents. 
1. Plan space to avoid accidents. 
2. Teach students safety precautions. 
ORIENTATION OF SKILLS: 
A. Demonstrate all skills. 
B. Service -- an underhand stroke to put bird in play. Stand 
facing the right side line of the court, once stance is 
assumed, feet may not be moved until service stroke has been 
completed. 
c. 
D. 
1. Short service, used primarily in doubles, passes 
just over net and drops just beyond service line. 
2. Long high serve, used primarily in singles play, 
passes over the reach of the receiver and drops 
near the back line. 
3. The drive serve travels fast, low c.nd deep. 
Drives -- a flat sidearm stroke. The bird is hit hard and 
travels fast in a horizontal plane near the top of the het. 
1. Forehand drive -- With left shoulder facing the net, 
draw right arm straight bc..ck, cocking the \"frist. 
Swing racket forward parallel to floor s:.nd snap 
wrist fonvard just before contact with the bird. 
Fo1lov! through to adc' speed to the bird. 
2. Backhand - similar to forehand except that it is 
executed on left side of body with back of the 
right shoulder facing the net. 
Overhead For all three strokes the grip, stance and 
preliminary action of the backswing <lnd forward svl"ing, until 
the impact, are the same. The racket is started in cocked 
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position behind the bc:~ck with sl borv bent and racket hansing 
downward. On the forward upvmrd swing, the racket is swung 
in overhead arc. The bird is met by a fully extended arm 
reach and wrist is snapped foi".I!ard. 
1. High clear overhead -- The follov; through should 
be forward and upward. 
2. Smash overhead -- The follow throu~h has the racket 
facing diagonally down. 
3. Drop shot overhead -- Check the momentum suddenly by 
wrist action at the moment of impact, this causes 
the bird to rebound from a resilient and firm surface. 
E. Net Shots -- In both net shots the bird is hit gently from a 
position near the net using only slight wrist action and 
little racket swing. 
1. Cross court net shot -- The bird is hit as near top 
of the net as possible with racket facing slightly 
upward and turned diagonally toward opponent's 
side line. 
2. Hairpin net shot - This shot is used to lift the 
bird over the net. Bird is flicked directly upward 
and slightly forward by a racket and arm that are 
extended forward and well away from body. 'I'he bird 
drops vertically downward into opponent's court. 
F. Doubles Teamwofk 
1. Side by side -- Each player being responsible for 
her half of the court (lengthwise) and player in 
left court taking all shots along center line. 
(Front and back courts are vunerable in this type 
of teamwork). 
2. Up and Back -- Forward player responsible for all 
shots to forecourt, and back player taking the 
deep shots and also backing up the forward player. 
(Boundary lines are not well covered). 
3. Rotation - Begin by playing side by side. Right 
hand box moves forward and lefthand moves backward 
continuing to move in a circular pattern while 
rally is on. Jhen the volley is over, each girl 
returns to her respective box, according to her 
side's score (even or odd). 
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LABOHATORY PH..ll.SE 
CORE .b.CTIVITibS: 
A. Specific skills 
1. Beginners 
a. Grip 
b. Ready position 
c. Vlrist action 
d. Long, high serve 
e. Short serve 
f. Forehand drive 
g. High clear overhead 
h. Smash overhead 
i. Hairpin net shot 
2. Intermediate 
a. Review above skills 
b. Drive serve 
c. Backhand drive 
d. Drop shot overhead 
e. Cross court net shot 
f. Doubles teamwork 
3. Advance 
B. Game aoaptations 
a. Strategy -- the quality that separates 
the good player from the mediocre one. 
b. Officiating 
1. Practice against wall. 
2. Group practice serves -- partners retrieve -~ then 
rotate. 
3. Aerial Darts - Singles and doubles pLo..y as in 
badminton. Larger groups pla:r :cs in volleyball. 
4. I\Iass Badminton ~ "!i th four on a tear,, use two front 
and two back and exchanc8 places upon recei·_:d:; of 
service. Score as in ba6rdnton. Lar~;er group play 
and score as in volleybell. 
5. Pro:~ressi ve badminton -- Players line U}) in sin:~le 
fil8. First player hits bird, then gives the racket 
to next player in line. Score as in volleyball. 
c. .Actual gE.mes 
1. l::;ach stuc~ent to be ::;i ven 2 chance to play a singles 
game o.n0_ a c1oubles game. 
2. Each student to be given r, chance to pL7 in 
badminton tournaments to be run on an intramural 
basis. 
3. .~dvance students to be e;i ven a chance to ofJ"icate 
a complete :-sar.1e. 
OPTIOIJ.tiL llliLATZD :.CTIVI'i'IES: 
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A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Officiat5.ns 
1. Digest of officiating rules. 
a. See that n'='t h: correct heic-_ht and 
fastened correctl~ to posts. 
b. If there ::.rc linesoen scG that they 1J.!1dcr-
stand their duties. 
c. Supervise toss :C'or choice o-~ service or 
choice of court. 
d. Introduce players. 
e. ~-lave a score cs.rrl reac~:' c:.-ith n::,;:;es of 
players on it. 
f. Announce serve .J.r:d 11 h<:mc[s 11 in c.t enc_ of 
each rally. 
g. 3e alert to all plays and wc.tch for fo.uJts. 
h. On conclusion of ga8es, a~d matches 
announce ninners and scores. 
2. Show films to aid in teachin::; officic.tin:: duties. 
Scorinr; 
Students can best learn scorinc in bc..d:.cinton by actueJ.:_y 
t .. +· · J c·· · 11· h'' p:::.r lclpaulnc: ln p .ay Slc.e servln:::; Cc~ __ lng score eac_ -c,rae 
c:. point is ma.de). Cfficiatinc by the advc.r..cecl r::tuC:~ents :mr:: 
the official calls the score. 
Othsrs 
1. Intrar:,ureJ. games 
2. Play days 
3. Sports d.:,ys 
4. Individual lJlay as s. lC'isF:::-e ti~·r: s.cUvit~r· 
5. Stt:c;y ~uestion Card 
II 
I' 
I' 
l ~ 
•I ,. 
li 
I ,,
,I 
·, ~""11 • t t • 1 • n ., I,.. 1 7\ ·1~1c lns rue· or cor:ipl.LC:3 c·. serlcs o~. Cc.:c,,s \.) ,:;~' 1 
each havins sever.s.l ·:;_1.18stions a1JOiJt buJ;:intcn, 
' :: j, 
its history, rules, strc.·.te~y, a''ld (i:-eEsion:s. Tl1e 
references for ans-:rers c.re incJ uc1ec3 on the c0.rC:. 
Ca:r.-ds .s.l'e used for nakin~:: up c-. cJ.o.ss, or if a 
student is unable to participate in dass 2.ctivity. 
6. After su:fficient prep:::.ration, 2.n advanced stL:(c_ent 
mc:.y teach one or two basic skills to a be;:::inning-
zroup. 
Etiquette 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IntrodFcing fellow players preliminary to game. 
Participating in warm ur;. 
Recovering birds for server. 
Calling own faults. 
Abide by opponent's decision. 
Avoid alibis for poor shots. 
Preserve life of bird. 
Generously offer to rep1_ --.y -;r:>y rallies where 
interference has occured. 
Remembep to thank officials at end of gatle. 
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EVALUATION PHASE 
SKILL TESTS: 
A. Service Test (by 'l'heresa Cochran, Boston Teacher~ College) 
l. The sim·les service cout't is marked off in four 
blocks from side to si6e __ nrJ. fi vr: blocks fron front 
to back. A clothesline is c:.ttachecl to net stanckrds 
20 11 above net. 
1.1 
Testing. 
2. Player st:::..nds anywhere L1 service __ rt3a r'ii<..gon~cll.;:,r 
opposite marked off court. Pl::.;yer servso 5 birds 
beteeen ~no~)e and net. ;. bir·~i :·;hich L; . :c:..ds on u. line 
receives score of hi2·her 2.reu.. J:'otaJ. scoT": is ta~mn 
for the 5 atternpts an6 ch<:~rtsd on ev:: .. lu~;,tion c.hect • 
.Chis test mec;.sures 2.ccure.c:·· of :)1acer:lent, c.rc 
ability to serve bird in lov; flicht. 
~ 1-~ 1 '.t ,_..,_,_11-_ ~ I ,:L 1 l.. 1 3 [ r ~ ., - I -;Z.. -, -:'l-- I -J-~ ~ IE -1·-,;,-,) -J 3- ~ 
R·a"" ~~--'"'"e.>< f I"-IT" C..01A.._,1:, 
rt 
~ 
IC 
ri 
I' 
.I 
II 
I' 
il 
I 
! 
i· 
I! 
'I I, 
l· 
l: Clear Test i' 
1. The bc.;.cl:court is clivider) into "cur p:1rts. A cihotlles-1: 
') 
... 
line or net is stretchec'. 2.cross ccnrt lJ_ feet C'rom ;. 
net e:~nd 2 feet high. .~ J_ine is c\_rc;:,vn acros::: court 
2 feE·t insi6.8 rear sor ... v--ice lir-""c of (l_'JUl)l'-. s ccl1rt, 
another 1ine is drmm '".cross court 2 feet outsi5.e 
I 
ii 
!l I; rec:.r service;; J_ine of sin:_::J-·~::;: colTt. !1 
.?laysr "uein.:::: tested. stanc'~: on ot!Jcr .::;i(: c:: co<.~r-0 11 (! 
feet fron net and ':'ii-Ghi::1 3 feet of center line. '.Che il 
tester (on sic.e of tarcet) serves i=·irr.~ c~irectl:-r to 1; 
1 ' h '"t • 1 .._ l~,-- "-·~c:·L ""r' , .. C) r' '1'tl1 p ::.yer -.·1110 as ::; rla_s vO C_,_,_·o,r c.l.!. ,_ v ~-··-· ,yeo c n_t 1 C · f 
ITo score for an;~' birc[ ·,-,-hie> i::: not clE:~.recl ov.::'r :eopc il 
and j_nsiclc scorin~: areas. A bi.c'; l2.ndin:_:: on li::1e II 
shL:.E. receive tl:c scol'e o:~ t~e higher are2 .• ]} 1 
! 
I 
X } ~ g. d. r t: ,.,.. b i :r c:_ c. p s 
~L .. 'f ... a J( l I ~\'I 4Z3, 
3 
.. 
-·. Scott, ::.GlELdys a.nd Ester French, Better TeaclniJ.,g ·.:.'nrou;;h 
1Jew Iork: li.S. Barnes,l9/+5· p:j. 42-55. 
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c. Drop s!10t overhead from mic .. -court test. 
D. 
1. In this test the area in front of ths short servic:e 
li::J.e is extended to the net. 'f·eo 20 11 oy 20 11 tar2:ets 
are placed in the eztrene ric:ht .:,nd lc::'C, corncr;s 
next to the net. A line is drawn four feet ~rolil 
the center. 
2. Pla2rer stands in mi6 .. -court o~:·~os:i .. te C.:;.r~ets and 
receives 5 trials served \)y tester s.s i:'ollows: 
1) foreh&nd from left court, 2) forehand from l 1 ight 
co-urt, 3) be..ckhand from left court, !;-) bc.ckhs.ncl from 
riz;ht court, 5) forehc.nd from left court. Drop 2hots! 
returnE:d to target.:: score 5, ne):t. ::'.rea 3 :.:~nd areu 1 
next to center line score l. (See chart p. 53). 
r-- .. ~J S'fk'TS ~-<-! 
II +--
}'_ .- I I 
' ;;;{-;;; li J../1'{~ j;. r I 
iL ~ :s.HtJ rs I -3 -~-
-
r----------1---- •-··---·•·o--•-·-•-·-~~•• ··~- r---
. 
Drop shot overhead from back-court test. 
1. A. test 5.n v;hich V.'TO lines c..re ci.r:lU11 1Jo.raJl.el_ to the 
net; one ::'our feet from the net, the othr:;r three 
feet from the net. 
2. Player stands at the intersection o:~· Te12.r service 
1inE; of sin:::;:.es court c.rc_~ center line. Five trio.l~~ 
are served oy tester as follo·:s: 1) foreho.nd from 
left court, 2) forehand fror.1 ri,~ht cou:bt, 3) back-
h5.nd from left court, LJ b, cUL--.nc) :Lrom right court, 
5) forehand from ri::;ht court. Drop shots :cet;prneo 
to .::.rea c} .. ose to ·":et, scor·e 5, ne::t c,rec. scores J, 
anci third area scores l. 1} 
" 
s, .. l, rs 
.; -</--.:!>-
!I I ~ 
~ E 
.. 
T s 
,}1/C: ,-..,.-
I . ..3 
~ ~~J 1-·-------·· 
Scott, ££• cit., p. 55. 
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BADMINTON 
IGW.:L:,_;j)GL 'I'LS'l'S: 
A. Part One: Completion 
B. 
Directions Complete the fo11owine;. ._ifo lon:::; ::ms·,:er;c. B.re 
necessary. 
1. 
2. 
]. 
6. 
In v1hat country did badminton ori:J'inc:_te? 
How did badminton 2_;et its nu e '1 
Hon does the backhand grip differ fron the 
forehand grip? 
The gaoe score for uonen 1 s sin:les is ? 
In singles, the penalty for a fault on the serving 
side is ? 
The score is called bv the 
afificial is present. 
------- unless an 
1: 
I: 
I' 
1: 
t: 
7. List three types of serves. il 
-----I' 
I 
8. In a sinc;les game the score is 
stands in the 
5-4. l'he server 
court. 
9. The game score for women's doubles is 
10. In a singles game, t:e score is 3-6. The bird 2s 
served and lands on the sic:eiine of the court 
dia~;onall.y opposite the server. The score no1:v 
is 
Part Two: True c:.nd False 
Directions Read carefully. r,:ark a +for True and 0 for False 
in spaces provided in front of questions. 
1. The receiver stc.nds ·_;i th one foot outsic;.e ller 11 
2. 
court v1hen the bird is served. The serving 
side scores a point. 
:-Then goinz for one in the b<:cck ccurt, 
player should face that direction and 
forward rather than back>;;ard. 
run 
3. A short serve sho1..1_ld be used in sin~;J.es ~~~lc3. a 
long serve in c~oubJes ~::ost of the time. 
4. One shou1d return a net shot r:ith a net shot. 
5. The game of badr,linton '.7as first called 11 Poona 11 
in England. 
6. There are no disadvantages in playinc; the 
game of badminton. 
7. A server may score on a "let" serve provided 
the bird falls legally within the proper court 
8. At the beginning of a doubles game, t,he server 
loses the first point, the bird goes to his 
,_pa:rt_ne_r_ fqr ,t.~~ nr;;xt l;ler:ve._ 
I 
L 
II 
I 
____ 9. The Badminton Association of Lngland laid 
down the game's basic regulations as we know 
them today. 
10. A player may legally reach over the net to hit 
the bird, provided that she does not touch the 
net herself or with her racket. 
C. Part Three: Matching 
D. 
Directions In Column A are phrc<.ses or sentences which describe 
of define the words in Column B. In the space provided print 
the letter of the phrase in Column B which is most closely 
associated with the phrase or sentence in Column A. 
Column A 
1. Call your own "wood shots" 
and net faults. 
2. Vary the pattern of your 
shots during a rally. 
3. One point. 
4. Short and wide. 
5. Permitting the serve to 
be taken over. 
Part Four: Diagrams 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
Column B 
Doubles service 
court. 
drive 
ace 
let 
game etiquette 
strategy 
smash 
Singles service 
court. 
Directchons Use one diagram for all five questions. 
1. Diagram a combined singles and doubles badminton 
couxt, mark courts. 
2. Show the proper position of the feet of the server 
to serve doubles from the left harld court on the 
left half of the diagram. (Use x x) 
3. Shade in a singles and doubles serving court, on 
right half of diagram (Use/// == to differentiate 
between singles and doubles courts.) 
4. Show best place to serve bird in a sin[:les e;ame. 
Use right hand court on left half of diagram. (Use 
0 0 to designate places bird should J.and). 
5. You are an official at a doubJ.es badminton game. As 
one of your duties you check the height of the net at 
the center and at the posts. Print heights of net 
on diagram. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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BADI.liNTON 
MJSWER KEY: 
A. Part One: Completion 
B. Part 
1. India 
2. From Badminton IIouse in England where the game VTas 
made popular by the Duke of Beaufort. 
J. The racket head rot~tes one-half turn clockwise 
from the forehand grip )osition. 
!H Eleven (11) 
5. Loss of serve 
6. Server 
7. Short Long high Drive 
8. Left 
9. Fifteen (15) 
10. 4- 6 
Tvm: True <me False c. Part Three: r:atching 
1. ±_ 1. e 
2. 0 2. f 
J. _f)_ J. c 
4· JL /+• a 
5. _Q_ 5. d 
6. _Q_ 
7. _Q_ 
8. _Q_ 
9. _± 
10. _Q_ 
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EVALUATION CHART 
BADMilJTOH SKILL TEST CHJL.ttT: 
~-,--------------------~r-------,-------~--~--~------,-----·-r.-------~ 
T. 2 T. 3 T. 4 Total T-Score 
--·-·1-
1-3 13 /C 
- --·-· ----~ ,__ -----1----·-·- ----·- r--------------·-
9 /(J 
7 
S.Al.'PLE STUDY QlJESTION CA.J:ID: 
------------------------------.. -
BADMINTON 
1. Diagram a combined doubles and singles badminton 
court and mark off receiving court for singles 
aad doubles. 
2. In a singles game, the score is 6-7. The server 
stands in the court. 
3. At the beginning of a doubles gan:e, the server 
loses the first point. The bird goes to his part-
ner for the next serve. Why't' 
References "Physical Education for Girls and 
Women" Andrews and et. al. P9• 62-67 
11 0fficial Tennis-Badminton Guide 11 
NSGWS. 
1. f 
~----------------------------------------------------------] 
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SOURCE UNIT FOR VOLLEYBALL 
1PBELIEINARY TEACHER PLANNI+!G 
This unit of volleyball has been prepared for freshmen college 
women, to be taught during a four to five week period to classes of 
beginner and intermediate levels. 
General Statement of the Unit: 
Volleyball is a sport that is enjoyed by students while in school 
and in later life. It is an inexpensive game which may be played either 
indoors or outdoors. Some form of volleyball can be played by both sexes 
and by people of all ages because it requires agility and precision 
more than sheer strength. The play can be simple and informal or it 
can be fast and highly competitive. It provides an excellent apportunity 
for the development of team play. 1/ 
Aims: 1. To teach and develop the fundamentals and the fine 
points of the game. 
2. To acquaint the student with the rules, terminology 
and etiquette of the game. 
3. To develop an attitude of good sportsmanship. 
Purpose: bnjoyment in playing the game of volleyball with 
emphasis in carryover values. 
Need: A vigorous game of volleyball can aid in the develop-
ment of body strength, agility and coordination. The 
ac-tions involve quick starts and stops, quick thinking 
and immediate responses. 
List of Materials Needed: 
A. Facilities 
1. Courts can be marked off on any gym floor yJi th the 
use of colored lines. The official court dimensions 
are 60 1 x 301 • The area selected should be at 
least 701 x 40' to allow space on either side and 
on both ends. The official rectangle court is 
divided into two halves by a center line two inches 
wide. 
2. The height of the ceiling should be at least 20 feet. 
3. Outdoor courts should be smooth, level, hard sur-
faced and screened from wind, if possible. 
4. Where there is enough room for more than one court, 
to provide for maximum playing space the courts 
should be laid out side by side. 
i/ Miller, Ilonna Mae, £12.• cit., pp. 449-450. 
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B. Supplies 
1. 
2. 
Net - should be 3 feet wide, 32 feet long when 
stretched, and made of 4 inch square mesh. 
Posts - These should be 7t feet high with two for 
one court, three for two courts, etc. The net 
should be 7 feet 6 inches from the floor at the 
center. 
3. Tape - For temporary marking of court boundary lines 
and markings for testing. 
C. Equipment 
1. Volleyballs - The inflated ball measures 26 - 27 
inches in circumference and weighs from 7-10 ounces. 
It is a laceless, 12 panel leather or rubber covered 
ball. (leather recommended). 
2. Skill and knowledge tests 
3. Visual Aids Materials 
4. Reference Material 
Delimitation of the Unit: 
A. Short history of volleyball. 
B. Skills 
1. Handling the ball -- the volley 
a. Set-up to self 
b. Pass to teammate 
2. Service 
a. Underhand serve 
b. Overhead serve 
c. Assisted serve 
3. Attack Skills 
a. Spike 
b. Offensive volleyball 
c. Strategy 
D. Rules 
E. Technique 
F. Dimensions 
Probable, Incidental and Indirect Learning Prodl1cts: 
A. r.Iental and intellectual development. 
B. Neuromuscular development. 
C. Social nnd I,bral Development - Good sportsmanship, teamwork, 
cooperation, fairplay, honesty, enjoyment of playing and 
respect for officials, teamplayers, and rules. 
Visual Aids: 
A. Charts, graphs, bulletin-board materials 
Illustrated Sports Charts by Katherine Ley and Donna r,~ae Miller 
(3 team sports included), University of Colorado Bookstore, 
Boulder, Colorado. 
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B. Films (can be rented or purchased) 
1. "Beginning Volleyball" (4 integrated sound slidefilms 
The Athletic Institute, 209 S. Street, Chicago 4, 
Illinois. 
2. "Play Volleybal1'1 20 minute l6sd-~~55, rent $3, 1945 
Y.M.C.A. A full explanation of how the game is 
played. 
3. "Techniques in Volleyball for Girls" (16 mm., 12 
minutes silent), Scholastic Coach, 351 Fourth Avenue, 
New York 10, New York. (rent $2.50) Illustrates 
team play and techniques. 
4• "Volleyball for Girls" (16mm., 11 minutes), Coronet 
Instructional Films, Inc,. 65 East South Water 
Street Chicago 1, Illinois. 
C. Educational Film Guide, New York, H.W. Wilson Company, 
Cumulative annual catalog with two year supplement service. 
D. Magnetic Boards Playmaster, The Program Aids Company Inc., 
New York, N.Y. 
References: 
A. Teacher References 
1. Andrews, Emily R., H.W. Smith, lfl. Michels, M.L. 
Paul and A. Mayrose, Physical Education.EQI. Girls 
and Women. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1955. 
2. Brace, David K., Health and Physical Education for 
Junior and Senior High Schools. New York: A.S. 
Barnes and Company, 1948. 
3. Emery, Curtis Ray, Modern Volleyball. New York: The 
Eaci:illan Co., 1953. 
4. Lanan, Orisa, Serve Ball, Journal of tnc ~merican 
Association for Health, Physical Educ3.tion, and 
Recreation, 21:255, Arril, 1950. 
5. Laveaga, Robert E., Volleyball. ~Jev1 York: A. S. 
Barnes Oo., 1945. 
6. f.~eyer, Margaret H. and LTargueri te :;. SchYmrz, 
Technigue .Qi ~ Sports fQ1: ~:omen. Philadelphia: 
~·:.B. Saunders 6o., 1948. 
7. Ililler, D. r:;. , u.nd K. L. Ley, Individual and Team 
Sports ill Women. ~rew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1955. 
8. Hundt, Logan, ed., Volleyball OfficiE..l Guide. United 
States VolJ.eyball ~1-ssociation. Berne, Indiana, 
publisher, Berne \'Fitness Co. 
B. Pupil References 
1. Andrews, Emily R., et. al., Physical ~ducation~ 
Girls 1m9. Women. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1955. 
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2. Athletic Institue, How to Improve Your Volleyball. 
Chicago: 209 S. State Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
3. Handbook-Physical Education for High School Students. 
American Association for Health Physical Education 
and Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth St., II.'.'!. Washington 6, 
D. C. 
4. Official Recreational Games-Volleyball Guide. Washingt 
D.C.: National Women's Sports, American Association 
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 
Sixteenth St., N.W. Washington 6, D.C. 
5. Seaton, Don Cash, Physical Education Handbook. 2nd ed9 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1954. 
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ORIEN!IXION PHASE 
HISTORY OF VOLLEYBALL: 
Volleyball)a game which may be played both indoors and outdoors, 
has developed into one of the most stimulating and popular games played 
and watched by sportsmen, and it is a game of speed, coordination, 
endurance and teamwork. 
"In 1895, William G. T.iorgan, of the Holyoke, ~viassachusetts, y,,M. C. A., 
II 
invented a game called 1Minotonette 1 • The game was probably named 'Einto 
a game played by bc.tting a yarn ball over a seven-foot net v1i th the use 
of long-handled rackets. Mintonttte was created to provide an interestin 
game for business men seeking recreation and a mild form of exercise, 
The original game was played in innings by any number of players on a 
side. who leisurely batted an inflated basketball bladder back and forth 
I 
over a net stretched six feet six inches from the floor. Shortly after 
the game's invention, Lir. IJorgan set up the specifications for a new ball. 
Dr. A.F. Halsted of Sprthngfield Collec;e is credited ·;.:ith suc;gesting the 
name Volleyball. In 1924-25 separate rules v1ere pt1blished for women. 
During the war yee..rs volleyball earned great popularity among 
American soldiers. Today the game is played by :,eoDle of a.ll c.ges. In a 
half century of existence, volleyball has grown in popularity and it 
is the world's third rankinf/port £L'1d is played by many people 
throughont the entire world. 
]} Lliller, Donna L1ae, .9.12.• cit., p. M:-9• 
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DIGEST OF RULES: 
1. Players -Volleyball is a net game played between.two teams of 
eight players. ( positions shown on die"gram P• 61). 
2. The ball is put into play fDom behind the right one-third of 
the end line (ten feet from side line) by the player in right 
back position. (see p. 61). 
3. The server sh2ll continue to serve until side out is declared, 
and each member of a team shall serve in turn. (Rotation) (p. 6 ) 
4. Touching the court on the opposite side of the center line is 
foul. Contact with the center line is permitted. 
5. Touching the net vii th any part of the body while ball is in 
play is a foul. It is not a fou~ when the ball is driven into 
the net causing it to touch an opposing player. 
6. Reaching over the net is a foul. 
7. One person playing the ball twice in succession is a foul. 
(not set up) When two or more players touch the bc .. ll simul-
taneously, it is considered one contact. 
8. Only the serving team scores points. 
9. The ball must be returned over the net in a maximum of three 
passes. 
10. The serving team scores a point when the ball is not legally 
returned or when it hits the floor on the opponents half of 
the court. 
11. After the serve players may take any position on their side 
of the net. 
12. Players may leave the bo1.mdaries to pls.:r a ball, but must 
be in their original positions r1hen the ball is served. 
1.3. During a volley, the ball may be pla3red off bhe net. 
14. Fifteen points constitutes a game but a tv10 point advantage 
is necessary. 
15. The game may be played in fifteen mim)te hc:.l ves -;·;i th a five 
minute intermission between halves. The team having the 
highest score at the end of the playing time wins. 
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STRATEGY: 
A. Serve to opponents weakest ball h[~ndler or to the deep left-
hand corner. This area is the r,1ost difficult from which to 
pass properly. 
B. Use a hard to handle serve if possible. 
C. Always use a bloc;c (two man) against o:p:posing spikers. 
D. Use change of pace in attack such as the drop shot, sldlled 
spil:ers and place shots in vunerable spots. 
E. Always be prepared to cover the player next to :rou or in front 
of you in case of error. 
F. Try to keer opposing team off balance, ot'-t of position c.nd 
out guessed.. 
TECHNIQUES 
A. Receiving 
1. 
the Ball (defensive) 
Court position -- Bvery player protects approximately 
one-eighth of the court. The center back, though 
officially o. back line player, pL1ys almost in the 
center of the court. 
2. Pla~ring the ball -- Alv;ays the ball shoulO. be played 
with both hands. Call for the play; if the ball is 
falling between two players, the person on 1hose 
right the ball is drop:)ing will probably have 
,'5reater success in }Jlayin:=; it. 
3. Defense against the service -- This is largely a 
matter of adequate court coverage. 
B. Preparing for an offensive maneuver 
1. Court position - Ivlove for-vVard line players closer 
to the net (within two feet) after ball has been 
received by a teammate E'.nd effectively ::.et-up. 
2. Passi!lg the ball -- Every player controls the ball 
11i th a set-up to seJ.f and passes on the second hit. 
3. Planning the Attack -- Using the three-volley privileg 
gives the team more chan[;es in direction of attack and 
allows a team to use a system of attack. 
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DIMENSIONS: 
VOLLEYBALL COURT 
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VOLLEYBALL 
TERMINOLOGY: 
A. Ace -- Service that eludes the receiver. 
B. Attack - Offensive play, usually cc..lleo 11 spike 11 • 
C. Backs Players in back half of court. 
D. Block -- Obstruction of a spiked ball by defensive players. 
E. Cover -- Protect a certain area on defense. 
F. Dead Ball -- A bo.ll not in play. 
G. Delay -- Persistent delay of the gao.1e Day be called by the 
feferee/officials. 
H. Double Foul - Players on opposing teams committing simul-
taneous fouls. 
I. Foul -- Violation of a rule. 
J. Holding - The ball may not be cal;0c:ht or held by any player. 
If. Illegal Play - An illegal play is one of the follovling: (a) 
L. 
m. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
s. 
T. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
striking ball while supported by an;T player or object; (b) 
throwing the ball; (c) holding or pushing the ball against 
the net; {d) 1d eking the ball. 
Kill or Spike --A hard driven ball hit from a position above 
the net which is usually difficult to return. 
Let -- A let ball is one which touches the top of the net on 
service and goes across the net into the :?roper court. Service 
is retaken. If this occurs in play, it is considered le:_:;al 
and ti1e ball continues in play. 
Pass -- Passin~ the h;,ll fron one pla;;rcr to e::notber without 
allowin;:; l'G to touch this court floor. 
li.eceiver -- First person to handle the service. 
Rotation ....._ .J..'he team receiving the ball to serve shal~, before 
servingJ rotc~te one position clockwise. 
Screen -- To obstruct the opponents vie·w on the serve. 
Set - To pass the ball in the air to a l)OSi tion where a team-
mate can spike it successfully, usually the second pass. 
Set-up ~~n - The person who sets-up a play. 
Side out -- The failure of the serving team to serve. 
Switch -- as the service is delivered, tvm or more players 
simultaneously chan~e positions before the receivin3 team 
can put the ball in play. 
Tip - 1~ ball v1hich is tapped v;i th the :fine;ers in order to 
direct it around the block or to an uncovered area on the 
court. 
Time Out - One team is allov1ed two time outs in a game. The 
ball must be dead ccnd in possesion o:£: the team requesting time. 
One minute is allowed for time out and substitution. The 
captain calls time out. 
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ORGANIZATION: 
A. Each teaching situation will be different c:.nd the teacher 
must adapt to each new situation. 
B. Introduce fundamentals such as serve, set-up
1
volleying, and 
passing. 
c. Organize the class into squads and have players practice 
the fundamentals. 
D. Rotate students on the volleyball court so that each player 
will have a chance to practice serving, playing the ball 
from different areas of the court and passing. 
E. ~·ii th a large class rii th limited Grer~, stretch a string the 
length of the g)'1Ilnasium, keepin.:; it the same heic;ht as the 
net ·would be. r.Iark off service line and have ph:.yers on 
one side serve uhile pla;y-ers on the other side set-up ball 
and return it. 
F. Officiating for more advanced students. 
G. Safety -- Plan space to avoid accidents, and teach students 
safety precautions. 
ORIENTATION OF SKILI..S: 
A. Demonstrate all skills. 
B. Handling the ball - the volley for girls may consist of two 
hits - a set-up to self and a pass to a teanrnate. 
1. Set-up to self -- This hit is used to reduce the 
speed of the ball and control its spin. 
2. Pass to teanrnate -- 1he second hit must be directed 
so that the receiver has time to get under the ball 
in order to handle it easily. The pass is directed 
upward and forward in a high loop in such a way that 
it will ~p vertically and accurately in front of 
the receiver. 
C. Service -- The service may be underhand, overhand, or sidear~n, 
depending upon the ability of the player. 
1. Underhand serve - The ball may be struck with the 
palm c:.nd fingers, or rrith the heel of the open hand, 
or with the fist. The open hand, palm and finger 
serve is most easily controlled. 
2. Overhead serve - The ball is tossed fronil the left 
hand above the head to a point slightly hmgher than 
a full reach overhead and is hit with an open hdnd 
or fist. This serve offers more speed_ them the 
1.mderhand serve and has less upward flight, b'ut it 
is difficult to control. 
3. A~®i.ted serve -- An assisted serve is one that is 
hit over the net by a second player. It may be used 
as an aid to []. weak server or mo..y be developed as an 
aid to an effective element of attack. 
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D. Attack Skills -- Deceive the opponent iJ~r mixing the types of 
deliveries. 
1. Spike -As the ball comes into position, the upper 
arm is rotated with the elbow leading and the ball 
is hit with a forward snap of the forearm, wrist, 
and fingers. 
2. Offensive volley - The offensive volley lacks the 
wrist and finger snap of the spike and uses a full 
arm swing rather than an arm snapping into extension 
therefore the ball should be directed to the back 
corners for more effectiveness. 1/ 
jj Miller, Donna Mae, ....Q.P.. ....ci1a, pp. 457-466. 
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CORE ACTIVITIES: 
-- -- ----------·--- ·---------~. ---- -----· -----·--- ·-- --- -·-- ·-----·· 
.. ----··- ·-··-· 
LABOB.AiORY PHASE 
A. Specific skills 
1. Beginners 
a. Name and position of each player 
b. Digest of rules 
c. The volley 
d. Set-up to self 
e. Pass to teammate 
f. Underhand serve 
g. Assisted serve 
h. ·Placement of the ball 
i. Scoring 
2. Intermediate 
a. Review above skills 
b. Overhead serve 
c. Spike 
d. Offensive volley 
e. Defensive volley 
f. Team play 
3. Advance 
a. Strategy 
b. Techniques 
c. Officiating 
B. Game adaptations 
1. Cross-volleyball 
2. Shower Ball or Mass Volleyball 
3. Sitting Volleyball 
4. Singles or Doubles Volleyball 
5. Co-ed Volleyball 
C. Actual games 
1. Each student should be given as many opportunities 
as possible to play the game under actual conditions.' 
2. Volleyball intramurals - Volleyball is an ideal 
sport for intramural programs and all students 
should be given an opportunity to participate in 
intramural games. As many players as desired, or 
as few as two can be accommodated. 
3. Co-recreation volleyball - Volleyball is probably 
the best co-recreation team sport available at 
present. This game is suitable for year round 
participation. 
4. Advance students to be given a chance to officate 
intramural volleyball games. 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES: 
A. Officiating 
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1. Digest of officiating rules. 
a. See that net is correct height and 
fastened correctly to posts. 
b. See that umpire and linesmen know their duties .• 
c. See if the scorers and timers are ready. 
d. Announce scores. 
e. Be alert to all plays and watch for faults. 
f. On conclusion of game announce winners and 
final scores. 
2. Use films, and filmstrips to aid in teaching 
officiating duties. 
B. Scoring 
Students learn how to score in volleyball as they participate 
in the actual games. 
c. Timing 
Advanced students learn timing along with officiating. 
D. Others 
E. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
Etiquette 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Intramural games 
Recreational games 
Play days 
Sports days 
Study Question Card (see p. 71). 
Participctte in warm-up. 
Introduce fellow players preliminary to game (for 
example at a Play day where players do not know 
each other). 
Abide by the officials decision. 
Avoid alibis for poor plays. 
Use good manners. 
Exhibit c;ood sportsmanship on and off the court. 
Remember to thank officials at the end of a p,ame. 
i. 
i. 
I ~ 
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EVALUATION PHASE 
SKILL TESTS: 
A. Service Test 
1. The floor of the court is marked as indicuted in 
figure below. 
2. The player stands in the servin?, area c.c.tcl serves 
five balls across net. If a foot fm~lt occurs, the 
serve is nullified but counts as a trial; 111et 11 
serves are taken over. Balls lanc"lin·· on a line score 
the higher value. 1}1-i "- '1;:...- i-1 ;z 11...--- t· ~-·. I 
I 
5 ~ t-1 l 
tf 
£' 3 S" 1 I 
i-:, ., 
.!) ~ ¥ 
I 
B. Repeated Volleys 7est 
1. A line ten feet lang is drc,wn on the wall seven and 
one-half feet above the floor. 
2. The player stancls beh~_nc~ a line 6rmm on the floor 
three feet from the wal1, ::uts tho ball in play 
with an underhand toss, ti1en bats tb e ball 
repeatedly against tl1e Hall for fifteen seconds. 
If the ball goes out of control, it should be 
recovered by the player and restartec' nith e. toss. 
3. 'l'he score for each trial i;~ the m.J.Dber of times 
the ball is batted on or cbove the wall lins. 
1.:.-• The best of three trials is ta~:en as the test score. 
]j T.:iller, Donna I;lae, ..212• cit. p. 472. 
y Ibid. pp. 471-472. 
---- -··- --· ----· -- --- -· 
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VOLLEYBALL 
KN07lLEDGE TESTS: 
A. Part One: Completion 
Directions Complete the following. No long answers are 
necessary. 
1. 
2. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
The official rules for women's volleyball are 
compiled by the ---------------• 
A ball may be played only ------------ times, by 
one team before going over the net. 
A is a serve that eludes the receiver. 
Am officie.l women's team is composed of 
players. 
The volleyball court dimensions are ---- x __ _ 
The "kill shot 11 is the sane as the 
-------· 11 11 is called, when a net player 
of the serving team steps over the center line. 
The person passing the ball to the spiker is 
usually called the man. 
First person to handle the serve on the opposing 
team is called • 
A ball that is not in play is called a 
-----· 
B. Part Two: True and False 
Directions B.ead ca,refully. Mark a +- for True ando for False 
in spaces provided in front of the questions. 
____ 1. If a player on the serving teau hits the ball three 
times in a row, it is called a side-out for the 
team. 
2. A player can reach over the net during a game. 
3. Stepping on but not over the center line is 
permitted. 
4. It is illegal to serve the ball with the open 
hand. 
5. There is no limit to the number of people on a 
... l --
··j 
team that ~ hit the ball before it goes over a net. 
'I 
I 
·I 
6. In ae.rving, it is best to hold the ball about 
shoulder high so you can be sure it .-Jill go vver 
the net. 
7. Volleyball o:ti!;inated in Springfield, !;lass. 
8. In a poiht game, the winninr; tea1.1 must ~7in by at 
least two points. 
The cal;tain may c~sk for ti;ne out Ylhenever the ball 
is dead. 
:j 10 • '~'he net should be 7}- feet high for volleyball games. 
.. -Ac ... : .· .. cc·c-"-~-"cc.~=·=' _cc .. cc.c·::=.·:~- ........ 
;i 
I 
li 
;,1 
. __ -__ :-_·-. .:·.- :-_-::-_.,:.::=~=:.::.:..·.::.=:-.::....· __ :.::::::.::: ..:. -
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C. Part Three r.:Iatching 
Directions In Column A are phrases or sentences which 
describe or define the words in Colu~n B. In the space 
provided, print the letter of the phrase in Coh.mn B rvhich 
is most closely associated vJi th thG phrase or s<::ntence in 
Column A. 
Colu.'illl B 
a. Type ot' offense 
b. Illegal ball 
ha:adling 
c. Dig 
d. Foul 
e. Used in attack 
f. Protect an area 
on defense 
G• Type of serve 
h. Spike 
i. 1-\ot.ate 
j. Screen 
1. Let 
m. Dead ball 
n. Time out 
o. Serve 
--- -- ---·---. 
--·-- --~----·----
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AJ:.TSWER KEY: 
A. Part 
B. Part 
" .. ·····- .. ·---· 
---- .. -- -· 
VOLLEYBALL 
One: Clompletion 
1. N.S.G.W.S. 
2. three 
3. ace 
4. eight 
5. 60 X 30 
6. spike 
7. Fault 
Q o. set-up 
9. receiver 
10. deo.d ball 
Two: True and False c. 
1. ·f-
2. 0 
3. -t--
4· 0 
5. 0 
6. 0 
7. 0 
8. -r 
9. 0 
10. _±_ 
--- ··-·· --- -- -- ---- ----- ---- ~-- ----- -· 
·-- ----- ~- ------- ---~ ------------------- --
--- ··-·- -- -
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Part Three: 1'/Iatching 
1. e 
2. g 
3. j 
4. a 
5. b 
6. c 
7. 1 
8. d 
9. f 
10. h 
I ~ 
I ,. 
SAivTPLE STUDY QUESTION CARD: 
I 
'I 
':I 
'I 
i 
:I 
I 
'I 
_- ~ · .... "---'--'~'-""·--_ 
VOLLEYBALL 
L. Hhen and how can you score points in a 
volleyball game? (one or two sentences) 
2. In all a£ficial volleyball matches a team 
shall be composed of players. 
3. Diagram a volleyball court and cive dimensions, 
height of net, and designate serving area. 
References - "Individuai and Team Sports for Women" 
I.Iiller, Donna E. and K.L. Ley, pp. 41~-9-
479. 
"Official Recreational Games-Volleyball 
Guide" N.S. G.~·!. S. 
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